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HOSPITAL VOLUNTEER DINNER - Red Cross hospital volunteers, pictured above, were honored be the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital Board and Hospital Administrator Stuart Poston at the annual dinner Monday night at the
net hospital:cafeteria. Mrs. Freda Butterworth, a volunteer, is not pictured.
Committee Recommends
Hike in City Stickers Cost
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Editor
A seven-percent pay increase for city
employees coupled with a hike in
vehicle licenses taxes (city stickers) is
expected to be recommended to the
Murray Common Council by its budget
committee when the council considers
the 1979 city budget later this month.
Anticipated general fund and revenue
sharing receipts for the City of Murray
will total 11,843,685 - almost $180,000
more than the current year's budget -
according to information supplied the
city council budget committee by
Mayor Melvin B. Henley Monday night.
The budget committee - council
members Marshall Jones, C. C. Lowry
and Stephen Yarbrough. - agreed to
the following recommendations at
Monday's session:
Inertias the city sticker price for
One-Way Streets To
Be Sublect Of Meeting
WILOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
Murray Planning Commission and
the public safety committee of Murray
City Council are expected to meet in a
joint session with Kentucky Depart-
ment of Transportation officials SQ011 to
talk about the impact of creating some
one-way streets in Murray.
Red Cross Volunteers Honored With Dinner
Thirty-five Red Cross hospital
volunteers were honored Monday night
at the annual dinner 'given by the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board. Stuart Poston, hospital ad-
ministrator, told those 844W-that he
was glad the dinner could be held in the
new hospital cafeteria as he had been
promisihg for two years.
Members of the hospital board at-
tending the dinner were Martha
Broach, board chairman, Stanford
Andrus, Graham •Feltner, James
Garrison, Faye Key, Robert 0. Miller
and Jane Sisk. Former board members
Holmes Ellis and Hazel Beale were also
present.
Members of the Red Cross board are
Dr. Harry Sparks, chairman, Stuart
Poston, Sid Easley, Dr. Ruth Cole,
Lester Nanny, Rex Alexander, Robert
0. Miller, Holmes Ellis, Harvey Ellis,
Karl Hussung, Fleetwood Crouch, Max
Hurt, Henry Holton, Leonard Vaughn,
_Walt Apperson and Paul KelSow- • •
Jean. Blankenship, executive
Secretary of the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red Cross,
pointed out that the hospital volunteers
had donated 4,4601/2 hours during the
past year. The time donated amounts to
$15,356, in addition to magazines
delivered to patients and families
valued at more than $1,990.
Mrs. Kathryn Glover is volunteer
service chairman. These volunteers
worked in many capacities in the
hospital, such as at the lobby desk,
delivering mail, in the library, dietary
and in the long-term care unit.
Hospital personnel who work with the
volunteer program in addition to
Poston are Kathy Hodge, Juanita
Spitelatid:-Atnit Tatkiet
and Jane Hopson.
Receiving service pins, from' Mrs.
Blankenship were new volunteers
Frances Brown, Kathryn McCauley,
Emma Knight, Betty Dixon, Cheryl
Pierce and Jane Fitch. Welcomed back
to the organization after five previous
years of service was Frances Erwin.
Volunteers receiving one-year ser-
vice pins were Corinne McNutt with
2841/2 hours, Pat Winchester, Leone
Travis, ,fjold Art Lynch with 5351/2
volunteer hours.
Planning commissioners requested
such a joint meeting Monday night
during a commission "work session"
and after they learned Bryan Stewart, a
planning engineer with Kentucky
Department of Transportation in
Padocah, will be meeting with public
safety committee members to talk
about potentially "one waying" some
Murray city streets.
Murray City Planner Steve Zea said
officials are-expected to look closely at
Poplar: Olive and Main, and some
north-south streets as possible one-way.
Other recipients were Freda But- thoroughfares. Zea said today one-
terworth, Louise Swann, Patty Mae 7aYtng may b4necessarY once building
Moody, Janet Denton and Hazel Beale, is complete on expanded portions of
two years; Karen Conoley and Lucille Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
Thurman, three -years; _ Anne. woodt__,__,„%pf .essional Office lituikiing anttraffic-_-
.1.felreiirry,-EsthEr-3igiffernit1jJ'Mable increalis-an'und that jectifin 
of 
town*
Gallagher, four •years; Elizabeth Planning commissioners also
Marshall, Hazel Tarry and Betty Monday night'
Shepard, six yearn.
• . - Elected officers for 1979. W.A.
Serving for seven years was Irrpneas
Whittle; Alberta Griffith and Marge
Kipp, eight years; Irma LaFollette,
nine years; Kathryn Glover, Lillian
Graves and June Lockhart, 11 years;
and Oyna Darnell, 12 years.
DtAla Taylor was honored as having
served 18 consecutive years.
Franklin was again elected chairman
- by acclamation, Greg McKee' will be
vice-chairman and Judy Mastera,
secretary;
- Set a public hearing for the next
regularly scheduled planning com-
mission meeting on an amendment to
the zoning ordinance that would allow
privately owned outdoor recreation
See PLANNERS,
Page 9, Column 3
In House Committee Chairmen Meeting Today
Imes To Recommend Quick Adjournment Session
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
'Staff Reporter.
State RepicAnnylmett is exigglik tt-
1*cl:in-mend that "committee chairmen
in the Kentucky House back an ad-
journment, rather than Christmas
recess, of Kentucky General Assembly
when it convenes in special session next
week.
Imes, in a telephone interview
Monday night, said Democratic
committee chairman in the House are
expected to confer today in a meeting
House Speaker William Kenton, D-
Lexington, called to talk "logistics."
Lines, a Murray Democrat, chairs the
powerful House committee on state
government.
The General Assembly is slated to
WHAT'S THAT OPERATOR?
ONLkr Ici MORE SHOPPING
PAYS III_ CHRISTMAS?
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clear
and cold
Partly sunny and cool this
afternoon, cold tonight. Slight
warming trend tomorrow with a
chance of showers. Highs in he
Ms tonight. -
convene next Monday after Lt.Gov.
Thelma Stovall, actingiehile Kentucky
Gov.-Jtili Carroll was out of state;
called an extraordinary session.
"I'm going to recommend that we go
ahead and meet next week, get some
bills introduced, then adjourn sine die if
we can get a committrnent from the
governor that he will call us back,"
Imes said.
According to an Associated Press
story today, Kentucky Attorney
General's Office is expected to issue an
opinion today that legislators must be
paid for any recess during the special
session.
Imes said an adjournment rather
than a recess would enable legislators
"to avoid the pay problem."
The representative said "it was my
understanding" the governor "was
going to call a special session in
January lot February" anyway.
"It's going to be difficult to get
anything done with any degree of ac-
curacy or continuity (next week
Imes said. He indicated that if
Assembly members choose to adjourn,
ending the session, bills introduced
during the session would have to be re-
introduced should Gov. Carroll call
another special session early next year.
"We would have a basic idea of what
bills would be there., the interim
committees could be meeting and the A
and R (appropriations and revenue)
•committee could get sp -Idea it where
we"redgefrtirtertsve tzt cut," Inyeser-
plained.
Li Gov. Stovall has listed proposals
to cut taxes and changes in court fines
an the agenda for the special session.
The state representative said that if
committee chairmen follow his
recommendation, the suggestion would
be forwarded to the governor. He said
his conversations with other committee
chairmen indicate they "seem to think
it is a good idea."
Limes said "there will be tax cuts"
during the session.
. The Murrayatste riforssePtatiste said
he has a bill filed with Legislative
Research Commission "which would
accomplish a utility tax cut" and "be
more fair to lower income people."
lines' measure calLs for no taxes for
the first $40 on monthly electric bills of
those persons who have all electric
heat; for those who heat by' electricity
and natural gas, no taxes on the first $20
of each of the bills; and for those who
heat by coal, fuel oil, kerosene, 75
cars and trucks of 1/2 tons or less from
$10 to $15.
- Increase the city sticker price for
trucks greater than 1/2 tons from $10 to
$25.
- Increase the city sticker for
motorcycles, motorbikes, etc. from $2
to $3.
- Increase the fine for parking meter
violations from 50 cents to $1, if the fine
is paid within 24 hours, and $5 after that
time.
The vehicle license tax increases are
estimated to produce an additional
$40,000 for the city's general fund,
Henley told the committee, hiking the
receipts from the tax from this year's
$84,500 figure to 9121,500 in 1979.
The preliminary figures the com-
mittee is working with indicate an-
ticipated increases in revenue in
_several areas. Included is a hike in
property tax revenues from $454,611
this year to $520,000 in 1979 and an in-
crease in insurance tax revenues from
$150,000 in 1978 to $170,000 next year.
Mayor Henley said he expects the
city's revenues for 1979 to exceed ex-
penditures by some $19,000 and that
sum will be earmarked to go toward the
purchase of a new fire truck in 1980. He
explained that the Insurance Services
Organization, an agency which
classifies cities in Kentucky for fire
insurance purposes, is expected to rule
as inadequate one of the city's fire -
trucks which is nearing 20 years old,
necessitating its replacement.
The -eettuntrtee-airs'fitailintir-iTer-- --
that the city's contribution to the
operation of the Murray-Calloway
County Park be raised from $35,000 to
$36,000, $2,000 less than requested by
the park board.
Council members W. R. Furcbes,
Billy Balentine and Howard Koenen





"Carolers ror Need Line" for the
holiday season are needed for its an-
nual caroling "fund raising" project
percent of the bill would be tax exempt,
litres said the tax rut ineesume.,be--,-,.,each Learz according to lletlY Boston,
r criers wolild mean 'Frame -thafrow------- -Fite14'hilit-telth"lelabeet sae-ellair"-- -man of the Carolers for Need Line this
across-the-board utility tax 'cut. "It year.
would be a more reasonable approach Mrs. Boston said "raise your spirits
and something that could be passed," and our bank account" by participating.
he said. in this special service. Canisters will be
provided each group to collect any
funds the public would care to donate as
the carolers sing at the various homes
or businesses. Bible handouts from the
American Bible Society have also been
obtained for the carolers to hand out.
Any person or groups desiring to
volunteer for this service may call
Need Line, 753-63W- giving their name,
organization, and any other necessary
information.
Need Line is a community in-
formation screening and referral
service that has been in existence since
1974, and it focuses its efforts towards
meeting human needs and problems. It
is an agency which attenipts,to link the
client to other communitY resources
that might prove useful in meeting
individual nOeds, according to Eupal
Ward, executive director, and her
assistant, Deanna Wolf. The office,
located at 203 South Fifth Street,
Murray, is now open Monday through
Friday.
Imes said he also plans to co-sponsor
a measure making traffic fines in the
•slate proportionate to the offense.
"Some of the fines now are entirely too
high for the traffic violation," Imes
said.
Carroll Claims His Aides Have
Already Provided Stovall Data
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Gov.
Julian Carroll said today his aides
already have provided information
sought by U. Gov. Thelma Stovall on
the state's $211 capital construction
fund.
Mrs. Stovall used her powers as
acting governor Monday to ask state
Auditor George Atkins for a special
audit of that fund. Her office contended
it could not obtain the information
earlier.
But Carroll, planning to return
tonight from Las-Vegas, commented:
"By seeking further assistance at this
late date before the General Assembly
convenes, Mrs. Stovall has made it
even more apparent how ill thought out
her call for a special session was."
Last month, in Carroll's absence,
Mrs. Stovall called a special legislative
session and said she would offer a tax
relief package and other proposals.
Her latest action while the governor
was gone sought the audit of money
which has been set aside for buildings
Vinson Says He Will Make Plans
Official After Special Session
Mancil J. Vinson, Calleway County agriculture in Kentucky," Professor
farmer and Murray S4te,, University Howton said. "He was a fine student in
alumni director, will wofficially an-- my classes and was voted "Outstanding
nounce his Democratic candidacy for . Agricultural Alumnus of Murray State"
Commissioner of Agriculture following in 1965 Howton, an alumnus and let-
the Special Legislative Session and the ternuin of Western Kentucky State
holiday season. University, is currently a member of
Dr. E. B. Howton, retired chairman the State Board of Agriculture.
of the Murray State University The Citizens Committee for Vinson
Department of Agriculture and former was filed with the State Board of
teacher of Vinson, today endorsed Elections on May 8, 1978. This Corn-
Vinson's 10-point program for farmers mittee has solicited views of farmers
In Kentucky. Dr. Howton, who was and business leaders on rural and farm
chnsen Distinguished - Professor at conditions. Vinsou reports that results
Murray State in 1974, was named-"Man of this survey indicate that Kentuckian&
d the Year in Kentucky Agriculture" in are "deeply concerned" about these 10
1971 by the Farm Press and Radio needs:
teT0,4,9eseeviinhory.
Yluttara -13Toars atiorsUint - Additional Income derived -from-.
commissioner 14. Agricultura, will new agricultural eutarorisau, but with
_ -qualify him or the top pan in the limitation of foreign oVmership of
 certain
Kentucky farm land.
A. Control of devastating inflation
4. Improvement of agricultural
marketing And 'transportation, both
domestic and foreign.
5. Establishment of fair market
prices for producers and consumers.




8. Better coordination between
agencies and organizations in dealing
with agricultural and rural problems.
basis
on rural
9. Increased emp  on
conservation practices.




and facilities. Presumably, it might be
used if any tax reductions necessitated
additional financing for the current
biennium.
Members of Mrs. Stovall's staff said
Monday she asked for the audit because
of difficulty in getting information from
the state Department of Finance about
See STOVALL,
Page 9, Cohunn 5
PROFESSOR HELPS STUDENT - Dr. E. B. Howton,. professor emeritus of
agriculture at Murray State Universityls conferring with his former student
n—r"--Altr-iiiitiirre in kmitucksi
podiorrr - The lineilv they are-peowsing is-an eirtlineleri the scontecer and issues that
Page tr. Column the Committee for Yirtson will utilize in the coming campaign.
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DEAR DR. LAMB - Now
that we are in the cold and
flu season again. I would like
to know what ever happened
to the idea that vitamin C
prevents colds? Should I
take lots of vitamin C- this
winter to protect me or is it .
tust a waste of money?
- DEAR READER - Unfor-
tunately, a number of care-
fully planned research stud-
ies have failed to show that
vitamin C does any good in
'etberevetingcrcuringa
cold. Originally one study
suggested it might decrease
te symptoms or shorten the
duration of the cold but
Subsequent studies by the
same group of investigators
proved" this to be n faLSe
- • -
I ..am serscunLyou.--
- Health Letter number 3-3,
Vitamin C (Athol/hie Acid)
to give you information on
*hat vitamin C will do for
Youdo needit but not in
10110...0
SENIOR CITIZENS BAZAAR - Margaret Rose. right, of Kirksey buys tickets in top
photo for the quilt to be given away at the close of the bazaar to be held Friday, Dec.
8. from 4:30 to 8:30 p.m, and on Saturday, Dec. 9, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Ellis Com-
munity Center. Mrs. Rose brought the tickets from Mina Ramsey, left, and Madie
Vaughn at the Peoples Bank on Monday. Tickets may be purchased from any senior
citizen and also at the bazaar. In the bottom photo are displayed several of the items
to be on sale at the bazaar. Pkiured, left to right, are Mina Ramsey, Pearline Gordon,
Helen Peebles, and Gussie Adams. Transportation for senior citizens to the bazaar on
friday and Saturday will be provided by calling 753-0929 by four p.m. Friday, Dec. 8.








DEAIXAsy: Now I've heard everything. Our lawyer son
plans to marry a young woman lawyer. But instead of her
taking our son's namerHE is going to-change HIS "name to
HERS! They plan to set up a law office together as "Blank
and Blank." (The blank being her maiden name.)
I asked them what name their children would have, and
they said they'd deal with that if and when it came up!
My question: What about perpetuating our family name?
He is our only son, and if he doesn't pass our name on to his
children that will be the end of the line. Do you blame us for
feeling hurt and upset?
BURNING IN SAN DIEGO
DEAR BURNING: Appeal his decision to let her wear the
shingle in the family. Plead your case again. He has the
right to change his name, but you have the right to try to
change his mind.
DEAR ABBY:I would appreciate a published reply to my
prolilem so that others who share it will benefit.
1. recentlyunderwent surgery for the removal of a tumor
which proved to be malignant. I have every reason to
believe that the surgeon removect-every trace of the tumor
and that there will be no recurrence. Because most people
think every cancer victim is "terminal," I choose not to men-
tion it in connection with my surgery. I don't want to worry
my friends and family. nor could I tolerate their constant in-
quiries about my condition.
My problem is what to tell those well-intentioned friends
who ask, "Was it malignant"
I don't want to lie. But ill tell the truth, I know they'll
worry even though 1-try to reassure them.
I feel that I have the right to keep the details of my per-
sonal life private. Bear in mind, these-people mean well, so I
wouldn't want to hurt them with a snappish or rude reply.
But what should I say?
DEAR MRS. X.: Say, Time will tell." That's the truth.
Rawlins-Stinnett
Vows Are Planned
IIis.s Debra Java, Rawlins
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas D. Rawlins of Madisonville an-
nounce the approaching marriage of their daughter, Debra
Jayne, to James Michael Stinnett, son of Mrs. Chichi Stinnett
of 602 Meadow Lane, Murray, and the late Houston Stinnett.
The bride-elect is employed at the Hopkins County
Hospital, Madisonville. The groom-elect is a junior at
Murray State University.
The wedding vows will be read on Friday, Dec. 29, at 5 p.m.
at the Parkview United Methodist Church, Madisonville.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding.
Zetas To Meet Thursday;
Style Show Held Recently
1 HOSPITAL NEWS I
The Zeta Department of the Dewdrop Rowlett, depav
don't mind telling you I feel plenty foolish writing to 1)ear meet Thursday, Dec. 7 at 7:30 New members of the depar-
DEAR ABBY: I am a 33-year-old legal secretary. and I Murray Woman's Club will trnent 
chairman, presided.-
iii at Geit& ireriPItirTsr-Ern-Ffit-ffffillitfced nrert"Vibilfr
Each member may bring one
guest, according to 'betty Lou
Farris, vicechairman of the
department. -
Hostesses will be Rebecca
West, Betty Scott, Betty'fLou
Farris, Jo Elkins, and 'wile
Erwin.
At the November 16th
meeting of the department
held at the club house, the
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
large amounts. The best be 10 meters long and have
place to get-it is from a Well- . over 4,000 segments,
balanced diet that includes . Infection with the ta-
plenty of fresh fruit and ' peworm is not rare among
vegetables. people who make their own
Other. reader who want gefilte fish. They may sam-
this issue can send 50 cents Ple it while they are making
with a oong, stamped. self- it. You can protect yourself
addressed envelope for it to from fish tapeworm by
me in care of this newspa- being sure the fish is ade-
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio . quately cooked before it is
'City Station, New York, NY eaten or if the fish is frozen
10019. for 48 hours at minus-I0
DEAR DR. LAMB - You degrees C. Fish tapeworm is
may think this is -an odd most common in Canada,
question but it is important Northern United States,
to me. What are the sYTYIP- Alaska, Central Europe and
toms ofilkapeworms in , the ScandinaVian area
humans? How does someone around the Baltic Sea.
get it? The fish tapeworm can
DEAR READER - It de- cause severe anemia. For
pends on what kind of ta- squie reason the tapeworm'
Pemml- tang-T-Iras-a treat affinity or vita-
14sallucabellt-irou-tan get a ta- • Rijn B-I2 and folic acid.
peworm from fish, or you - Since the • worm absorbs
ca,n have a beef tapeworm or these from the intestine, it
a pork tapeworm. The fish . doesn't leave enough for the
tapeworm is the largest ta- person who has the 
--Per'.4711 in man and ii maY---Upeworni: This can result in
A
Seats
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pernicious anemia and the
multiple complications that
are associated with it.
By contrast, a beef ta-
peworm is not likely to cause
any specific symptoms.
Sometimes mild distress in
the pit of the 'abdomen has
been described or loss of
appetite. The worms may be
five to 10 meters long. It's a
relatively uncommon prob-
lem in the United States,
although it does occur in
South America; Mexico and
areas where raw beef is
eaten.
The pork tapeworm is
more dangerous in many
ways than either the fish
tapeworm or the beef
tapeworm. In one stage of its
development it can pene-
trate the intestinal wall and
irwade the body tissues pro-
ducing a variety of different
symptoms. This is a rare
infection in North America
and Western Europe.
In all of these the adult _
worm 'attaches itself to the
wall of the intestine and the
ribbon-like segment may
-break off and be passed in
the stool. The loss of the
segmented, ribbon-like
structures of the body that
are passed does not
nate the worm from the
intestine. As long as the
head remains attached
firmly in the intestinal wall,
it can continue to grow more
segments.
Premium saver
I still live with my mother. Mum is 54, divorced, in good
health and doe ‘s part-time work When she feels like it. She
drives her own car and has no money worries. Mum makes
no effort to make friends of her own, but expects me to in-
clude her in everything I do. 
_
If I make plans without her she pouts and won't speak to-
me for days. She also finds liomet hing wrong with -every man
who shows an interest in me.
I would like to move into a place of my own, but my
mother does a guilt number on me every time I bring it up.
She accuses me of being ungrateful and selfish. (She raised
me alone, having divorced Dad when I was 5.)
I do love her and I am grateful, but I've got to start living
my own life!
What do you suggest?
SMOTHERED IN CLEVELAND
DEAR SMOTHERED: For openers, find an apartment
and tell your mother you're moving. Then move. You will be
doing yourself and your mother a favor. When she realizes




If you need help in writing letters of sympathy,- con-
kiit Lettere_ ler taliftWasi.ohc" .SAACI $1 and a len& , -to Jo-fikins;-•
gratulations or thank-y ou letters, get Abby's boadet "Hey!
stamped 128 eintal,( self-iddressed envelok„ to_Abby: 132 department pLegfain







Mrs. Freda Steely, Rt. 7 Bx.
890, Murray, Mrs. Debbie J.
Colson, Rt. 2, Hazel, John R.
Scott, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Mary F. Bilbery, Rt. 7, Bx. 98,
Murray, Amanda Barrow,
1705 Wells Ext., Murray, Mrs.
Eulala Boyd, 1704 W. Olive,
Murray, Robert W. Free, Rt.
1, Dexter, Thomas M. Woods,
Rt, 4, Si. 865, Murray, Mrs.
Marelle E. Orr, Bx. 95, Hazel,
Mrs. Ethel Sheridan,- Rt. 7,
Mayfield, . Mrs. Dorothy J.
Alexander, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Paula G. Cox, Rt.
3, Paris, Tenn., Joe P.
Thornton, Rt. 2 Bx. 340A,
Mur;ay, Thomas A. Turner,
106 N. '12th, Murray, Mrs:
Christine C. Cokolow, 401 N.
Cherry, Murray, Eggner
Hale, 719 W.N. 'Mayfield,
Robert C. Key, Rt. 4 Bx. 24,
Murray, Mrs. Mary E.
Robinson, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Joye N. Rowland, 110 S.W. St.,
Murray, Floyd D Usery, 1317
Kirkwood, Murray.
Most people don't pay much
attention 'in -the investments made
hy their life insurance company.
. Yet. Wise investments play an
important role in the cost of your
life insurance, reports the Amen-
cun Council of Life Insurance.
The reason: Investments earn in-
terest which coripany actuaries
anticipate when they calculate pre-
"ffi iUMS
If you're 35 year old, for ex-
ample. 'you could he .paying. as
_110.1141..411.
much a< 65 percent More for your
-7-.7-----.---enntii-tract"""1131T511"27
• • • - • •••••-` • • '`-•
PADUCAH PATIENT . .
wheel V( Cauley' Of
Murray Route\ 2 has been--
dismissed from the ,We stern
Baptist Hospital, Padteah.
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
James Clint Greer of Almo
Route 1 has been dismissed
from. the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. Me
reclived an injury to his spoie









a style show of cruise and
Christmas styles with Betty
Lowry as narrator and also a
model along with Kay Ray,
Shirley Boone; Jo Oakley,
Peggy Billington, Janna
Hughes, Exie Hill, Frances
McKeel, and Margaret
Kirkland.
Barbara Knight and Mary.
Dillon, Dorothy Overbey,
Marion Rigsby, Joan Mischke,
and Janet Kirks.
A social hour was held with
refreshments in the holiday
motif being. served from a
decorated tea table. Hostesses
were Rose Marie Bryan, Ruth
Caldwa, Hattie Kopperud,
Sue Wicker, Ruth Blackwood,




Mrs. Darlene Duckett, Rt. 1
Bs. 134A Grand Rivers, Mrs.
Brenda Kimbro, Rt. 1 Si, 105,
Almo, Charles E. Windsor,
P.O. Bx. 53, Lynn Grove, Pam
Mellon, Ett. 1 Bx. 6.5, Puryear,
Tenn., Kenneth L. Treask 101
Clark St., Murray, Mrs. Susan
H. Farris, Rt. 1 Bs. 12, Far-
mington, Melissa K. Thorne,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Terry L.
Robereon, 1602 Oak Hill,
Murray, Adam Monsky, 1605
W. Main, Murray, Douglas
Monsky, 1605 W. Main,
Murray, James Templeton,
5618 E. 21st, Indianapolis,
Ind., Mrs. Gai Griffin, Rt. 2
Bx. 12A, Murray, Michael I.
Smith, Rt. 1, Grand Rivers,
Cynthia A. Robinson, Bx. 30,
Riveria Ct., Murray, Robert
Kirks, Southside Manor Apt.
No. 3, Murray, Kenneth H.
Edwards, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Susan R. Cimningham, Rt. 6
Bx. 66, Muiray,-Elaine Routh,
Rt. 5 Bx. 434A-2, Murray,
Wilton R. Owen, Rt, 2, Hazel,
Bobby C. Hughes, Rt. 2 Bx. 14,
Murray, Leslie Dalton, Rt. 4
Bx. 164, Murray, Clayton
Fulton, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Mae V. Owen, 508 Broad,
Murray.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Aubrey Eldridge of
Murray Route 6 has been
dismissed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Shirley Wilford of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
BENTON PATIENT
Teresa Duncan of Alin° was
&mimed Nov. 24 from the -
Marshall County Hospital,
PATIENT AT BENTON
Landis Sholar of Hardin was




Dorothy Turner of Hardin
was dismissed Nov. 29 from




FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 4ZtT3mirgEli
No Owls by us.
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Tuesday, December 5
Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Health Center at 7 p.m.
Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house with program by Mrs.
Ruby Crider.
Kappa Department of
Murray -Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 6:30




Horacio Gutierrez in a piano
concert at 8:15 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University. Admission is by
membership card of MSU
identification card.
Dr. F. L. Kumar will
present a paper, "Truth: A
Philosophical Investigation,"
with discussion to follow at 3
p.m. in Room 500, Faculty
Hall, Murray State. This is
free and open to the public.
Murray State Racers will
play Mississippi College at
Fieldhouse at 7:30 p.m.
Adult IV of First Baptist
Church will meet at Jonathan
Creek at 6:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order -of the Rainbow for Girls--
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Baptist Men of Memorial
Baptist Church and guests will
have. a ham and bean supper,
cooked and served by men of
the church, at 6:30 p.m. at the
church.
Wednesday, December 6
Groups of -Chirry Corner





Thi women of the Murray
Country Club will have its
annual Christmas ladies' day
luncheon Wednesday, Dec. 13,
at the club.
Betty Lowry will be
chairman of the hostesses for
the luncheon. Each member
will be limited to one guest,.
according to Penny Cappock,
general luncheon chairman
for the year.
Reservations for the lun-
cheon should be made by
Wednesday, Dee . 6, with Mrs.
Wednesday, December
Baptist Women, Acteens,
and GA's of Elm Grove
Baptist Church will have a
spaghetti supper at the clurc'h
at 5:30 p.m. The Rev: Mar-
shall Mines will speak for the
Week of Prayer at the mid-
week services at 7 p.m.
Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Ellis
Community Center at 11 a.m.
with the lesson to be on
"Christmas Decorations."
The group filans to eat at a
local restaurant.
Mission groups of Flint
Baptist Church are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.
Bowling for senior citizens
is scheduled at 1:30 p.m. at
Corvette Lanes.
Cleanth Brooks, professor
emeritus of- English at Yale
University and a native of
Murray, will lecture on "The
Importance of Place in
Southern Literature:
Faulkner, Warren and Welty"
at 7:30 p.m. at the Student
Center auditorium, Murray
State. This is open to the
public at no charge.
Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon on Dec. 13 at the
Murray Country Club should
be made by today by calling
Betty Lowry, luncheon
chairman. This is limited to
one guest per member.
Thursday, December 7
Woodmen of the World-
Family Night will be held at
6:30 p.m. at the WOW
building. All food will be
furnished.
Zeta Department of Murray
Wamaa's Amtwat-,
7:30 p.m. at Gene & Jo's
Florist. Each member is
asked to bring a guest.
The Murray Area
Vocational Education Center
DECA Chapter had its
initiation and installation of
new officers and members for




was opened. by Donna Walker
-Thursday, December 7
4read for the World Chapter
of Calloway County will hold
regular monthly meeting at
7:30 p.m. at First Christian
Church Library.
"Seek Night" will be held by
the Murray Civitan Club at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Nondenominational Hil:de
Study is scheduled at Seton
Hall at 7:30 p.m. Each one is
asked to bring a Bible.
Christmas Craft Bazaar and
Workshop will be held at Hart
Hall Coffeehouse, Murray




week of prayer program will
be at 7 p.m. at the church.
First Baptist Church week
of prayer program will be at
9:30 a.m. at the chapel of the
church.
Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the club
house with Dorothy Byrn in
chary of the program.
Annual fall concert by the
Murray State Symphony
Orchestra will be at 8:15 p.m.
at Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State. This is free and open to
the public.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will have their week of
prayer program t the home of
Juanita Lee at 1:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.M. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens including devotion at
10s8bois.rn.:, -*nit on bazaar
items at 10:30 a.m., lunch at
noon, and table games at 1
p.m.
Janet Rowland, Danny
Rogers, Becky Walls, Deidra
Folsom, Teresa Vance, Tim
Alton, and Sheila Blakely.
The new DECA members ,
initiated by the DECA officers
are as follows:
Brenda Adams, Freida
Ahart, Kitty Albin, Jennifer
Billington, Kim Black. Debbie
Miller-Buckingham Vows
Read In Garden Ceremony
In a garden weddiag
soleirun4ed at the Murray
Woman's Clubhouse, Miss
Alisa Ann Miller and Mark
Hutson Buckingham were
united in marriage.
The bride is the daughter of
the late Mrs. Louise Taylor
Miller, of Mayfield, and Mr.
Buckingham's parents are
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ray
Buckingham, of Murray.
Grandmother of the bride is
Mrs. Robbie Taylor of
Mayfield. Mr. Buckingham is
the grandson of Mrs. Ray
Buckingham, of Murray, and
the late Mr. Buckingham.
The double-ring ceremony
was performed by Bro.
Norman Crittenden, of
Memphis and Bro. Robert
Emerson, also of Memphis.
Miss Teresa Lamb, soloist,
presented a program of
nuptial music.
Miss Debbie Smith attended
the guest register, which held
a vase of long-stemmed roses.
Vows were exchanged
before a background of
statuary holing arrangment-
of silk wild flowers of plum..
color. Framing the scene was
a gazebo of white wrought
iron..
Bride's Dress
Given in marriage by her
uncle, Bill Taylor of Murray,
by whom syie was escorted to
the altar, the bride wore, a
formal gown of white Chan-
tilly lace over-bridal taffette,
featuring a fitted bodice with
scoop neckline outlined in
rows of the lace. Lang,
tapered sleeves ended in
flounces at the wrists.
Her full, flowing skirt was
outlined with rows of lace, and
extended to form a chapel-
length train.
In her hair she wore a
---eluster-of sitir-flowers-whietr'
matched her bouquet of plume
colored silk wild flowers with
satin ribbons. Her jewelry was
a gold heart necklace, a gift
from the bridegroom.
Attending her sister as
matron of honor was Mrs.
Vicki Hinchey. Bridesmaids
were Mrs. Tom Floyd, also a
sister, of the bride; Miss Ann
Boyd, Miss Sally Hollis and
Miss Denina Ray, the bride's
cousin.
The attendants wore formal-
length gowns of plum-colored
qiana, fashioned with scoop
necklines encircled by. beige
lace. The lace also finished the
hemlines of the softly-
gathered skirts. Sleeves were
Juliet-type.
The flower. girl, Miss
1978-1979, Murray DECA Heather Grogan, cousin of the
14111"."-Q.Blictianan, XACitLisha Bi7c7 Calton r1egflTTr wore
Other hostesses are Mary The new officers were given
: Elizabeth Plsiton, Frances the pledge of membership and
Denham, Chrlotte Gregory, installed as officers who are:
Margie Majors, Hazel Donna Walk ek• president;, 
"Furgefson, id—INn.ths,--Loia Debbie Blakely, vice
Keller, Blanche Titsworth,
Jean Hurt, Odessa Stub-
blefield, Audrey Scott, and
Joni Billington.
Bridge hostesses for the
morning will be Alice Pur-








The installing team for the
hew officers was composed of
if I. ;In. 1111`11•1•11 j11
 'e (kit! Jqtsui 111I'l 11
brilly,•ateus
fiU he% *ejected their






Dotty Chadwick, Dedra Coles,




Green, Peggy Guy, Laurie
Haley, Rita Hendricks,
Evelyn Hicks, Debbie
Higgins, Ann Higgins, Rose
Herndon, Cindy Hutson, Gail
Jewell, Valerie King, Renee
McDougal, Glenda Manners,
Karen Milby, Tammy Pate,
Susan Perry, Amanda
Prescott, Teresa Proctor,





Glynit Tabers, Jenell Thorpe,
Lexie Turley, Regine
Underhill, Rhonda Underhill,







members and their guests
attended a pizza party at
Pagliai's.
designed identically to those
worn by the other feminine
attendants, and scattered
nowt; petals in the path of the
bride.
Eric Hinchey, nephew of the
bride, served as ring bearers.
David Buckingham served
as the bridegroom's best man.
Groomsmen were Bobby
Knight, Brad Barnett, Cliff
Dibble and Ken Grogan.
Serving as ushers were Shane
Ray.and Brad Taylor, cousins
of the bride, and Rick Hat-
field.
Miss Taylor wore for her
granddaughter's wedding a
two-piece sidle of mint green,
of informal length, fasioned
with -long sleeves, and mat-
ltr. caul Mrs. %lark Hutsun Buckingham
clung scarf. Her corsage was
of silk wildflowers.
Mrs. Buckingham selected
for her sons' weddiliga'street-
length dress of qiana, styled
with long sleeves and
„gathered skirt. She wore a
corsage of white wild flowers.




A reception was held at the
clubhouse following the
The' serving  --tat 
'-'"Die-C4u1)1e-is 49--w res14194-,cererpenk _
as in Murray after a wedding trip
Gatlinburg, Tenn.overlaid with a white linen
clot, and centered with a
statuary arrangement of wild
flowers, in various shades of
plum. --„,
The three-tiered wedding
cake of ivory, was decorated
with pink rosebuds, and was
set atop of miniature fountain.
Assisting in serving were
Miss Vivian Johnson, Miss Pat
Wade, Miss Teresa Downing
and Miss Cathy Burkeen. Rice
bags were distributed by Miss
Michelle Ray.
CHRISTMAS-PAST CREPES were demonstrated by Dr.
John • Tuttle, lefa, Poultry Specialist with the Extedion
Service of the University of Kentucky, Lexington. at the
special interest lesson on the subject for members of the
Calloway County Homemakers Clubs and interested persons
on Wednesday morning, Nov. 29, at the Calloway County
Extension Office. Assisting Dr. Tuttle is Ruby Burchett,
right, of the Wadesboro Club. Others present for the lesson
were Diana Rabatin, Progressive Club; Ruth Parker and
Maudena .Butterworth, Penny Club; Virginia Sokelson,
Wilma Dillon, Katherine Ray, Eleanor D'Angelo, and
Margaret Taylor, Harris Grove Club; LaVerna Hardie,
Wadesboro Club; Florene Shoemaker, Wilma Beatty, and
Maxine Scott, Pa-eers Club; Maudie Kennerly and guest,
Jean Moore, New Providence Club; Clara Bramley, Cheerful
Club; Erma Outland, Murl Robertson, and Annie Lee
Gunter, North Murray Club; Jean Cloar, Jane Steely, Ted
Howard, and Krista Maupin, Extension Staff.
Mrs. Nicki Rogers and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Merriann Sealy and
Baby Boy, RI 5, Murray, Mrs.
Sherry K. Webb, 306 Porter,
Paris, Tenn., Luke Merville,
RI 2,, Puryear, -TeruGlilrre.
Myrtle I. Jones, 602 S. Maln
St., Franklin, Mrs. Janice G.
Barrett, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Wilda Coffins, Rt. 1, Paris,
Tenn., Lisa M. Crouse, Rt. 2.
Murray, Mrs. Jean T. Fielder,
Rt. 8, Bx. 580, Murray, Mrs.
Tress B. Gilson, 215 Riviera
Tr. Ct., Murray, Mrs. Dorothy
Grogan, Rt. 1, AlmoV, Mrs. Ni-
ta F. Guin, 1008 Westgate Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Bettye L Helm,,.
Bx. 120, Hamlin, Mrs. Rachael
M. Lyons, P.O. Bx. 67, Dexter,
Mrs. Sue W. McKinney, P.O.
Bx. 1434, Paris, Tenn.,
Sampsom Schroader, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Michael L. Todd, 1412
A Stadium View Dr., Murray,
John D. Wimberly, P.O. Bx.
812 Paris, Tenn., Hobett p.
Adams, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Bernice F. Bishop, New
Concord, Mrs. Hazel D.
McCuiston, 1606 Hermitage,
;Murray,- - Mrs Jewell -
Phelps, Rt. 3, Murray, Ovis S.
_Davis, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
Charles T. Miller ( expired ),
816 N. 20th, Murray.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Granvel R. Mull of Hardin
Route 1 has been a patient at





It's for kids 12 years of age
and under. You pick up spec-
ial coloring sheets at restau-
rant cash fegister and return
before December 12. Win-
ners in three age groups get
a free meal and, dessert of
I'll eW eh-circ e • a tAunt—
Emma's. And there'll be bal-






In the past three years there have been twice as marl, business
failures as in 1932,. the worst year of the Great Depression.
Unsound businesselecisions based on inadequate records
are a prime reason for these failures.
The Certified Public Accountant—CPA—provides a complete
range of accounting and management advisory
services
• prepOration of basic accounting records and financtal statements
• assistance with payroll and income tax returns
4! advice oribrisiness decisions such as budgeting, planning and financing
. .
:Businesses are constantly faced with decisions and problems The CPA
has training and an independent approach to guide the businessman in
making sound business decisions. The CPA provides all these services '
to help businesses survive and succeed'






The Theme of the annual Red
Cross volunteers banquet held
last night_at the new hospital
cafeteria was -Community's
Best Bat g4in-Because of You.-
Jean Blankenship, the Bed
Cross executive director,
praised the 36 honored
teer workers and pointed out
how the volunteers and the
hospital work hand in hand to
_ • help-the enti-reti3mmtinity.
At a time when volunteers
are backing away from many
projects, it is a credit to our
community to see people
helping people and groups
working together.
The Red Cross Volunteers
worked a total of 4,359' 7 hours
3n a gratis basis. The group of
16, if paid at a going wage,
would have received at least
$15.356.25. Add to this the Red
Cross Water Safety program at
$23,800; First Aid Program for
$4,350; Veteran benefits with
assistance to those needing
them in applications, etc.,
$43,450.00; Social Services.
$13,800; the youth council, nur-
sing services volunteered and
disaster preparedness. That
total sum would be $102,746.25
This comes free to our citizens.
,The ,Red Cross dfive.le
-Stuarr tOsTrral
rninistrator and host at the
meeting, .raised $9,245.00 in
• - --defietions-from the cormriunit3 . — •
We received the $102,746.25 for
• less than $10,000 donated
locally. That is a credit to all
who give funds and time and
6.remember this when the next
Red Cross Drive begins.
Examples of the dedication
included Della Taylor, who has
been a volunteer for 18 years,
and Art Lynch, who has given
53214 hours already in volun-
teer time this year. The 36 have
all been willing to serve and
deserve to be praised. 'Their
names and picture appear in a
story of the banquet today.
It gave pride to everyone at-
tending to eat in 'he ne•A
hospital cafeteria and to have
such an elegant meal served by
Mrs. Ann Flood, the dietitian
and_hq co-workers.
We can point with pride to our
hospital, its 535 employes, the
leadership of the hospital board
and -all others responsible for
such progress in the com-
munity.
The Murray-Calloway Coun-
ty Hospital, with its able ad-
ministrator, its employes, its
board and many volunteers
make it a prime ac-
complishment for this com-
rtunity. The Red Cross banquet
was but one more example of
people working together to help
others and that is what
Calloway Countians have done















Bs DONALD M. ROTTIBERG
Associated Press Witter
Arrives In Washington
WASHINGTON (AP) - This is the
moon the bit mix and powerful
IneMbell Of COMMIS assert their clout
and =Wear fast important decisions
of the Congress that will formally enter
the Capitol in January.
This is the season office space
alketed.
Great judgments must be made. Is a
beautiful view of the Capitol more
important than easy access to the
House or Senate floor? Is the ambience
of the high ceilings in the Russell
Senate Office Building worth more than
a few extra square feet of floor space in
the newer, lower-ceilinged Dirksen
Senate Office Building?
The nature of the system arid Mother
Nature herself usually decide the
question of access to the floor. By the
time a member of Congress has enough
seniority to rate one of the desirable
offices with easy floor access, he is old
enough to value a reduction in the
distance he has to walk.
And so the first office taken in the
current seillmbie was the big corner
suite in the Rayburn House Office
Building that had been occupied by
Rep. George Mahon, D-Texas,
1964, when the building opened. '
Mahon, the senior member of the 95fff-
Congress, did not run for re-election.-
Not that his colleagues do not miss
George. Of course, technically men-
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bers of the old Congress still are in
place until January. But there have
been a lot of members with longing
looks on their faces as they pass Suite
2314.
But their dreams soon turned to dust.
Rep. Jamie Whitten, D-Miss., who
replaces Mahon as the senior member
of the House, also exercised his
seniority to take over the Texan's of-
fice.
Not that Whitten was getting by in a
cramped basement hovel. He had one of
the nice, spacious corner offices in the
Rayburn Building, but is making the
switch because Mahon's suite is closer
to the subway to the Capitol and the
House floor.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.,
is giving up his high-ceilinged suite in
the Russell Building and taking over
the corner offices formerly occupied in
the Dirksen Building by Sen. James 0.
Eastland, 13-9Ilas.
The Eastland suite is a few steps
down the hall from the offices of the
Senate Judiciary Committee. With
Eastland's retirement, Kennedy will
become chairman of the corrunittee.
+ +
Lobbyists for environmental groups
generally rate Sen. Jake Garn, R-Utah,
as we of the bad guys in Congress.
Garn shrugs off their slings and arrows
and tells the story of how one en-
vironmental lobbying group issued its
ratings of members of Congress and
found he had voted correctly, in their
view, 11 percent of the time on en-
virolunental issues.
-They added a footnote saying I
obviously hadn't understood the issue
when I votedserith them," Garn said.
Bible Thought
And be said unto them all, ff any man
lll'essne after me, let him deny
himself, sad .take up his cross -daily,
and fallow me. lake 9:23.
To deny self is to become unselfish in
our love toward others. The "cross" is









Sp4 Stanley C. Hargrove, son of Mr.
and Mn. T. C. Hargrove, has bum
awarded the Bronze Star medal while
serving with the United States Army in
Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Hubert
Morris, Mrs. Trdhis ((da) Black, 78,
Delmus Bedwell, and Johnnie G.
Rogers. •
Billy Jos Kingina of- the Nea
Provident/01Mb% Club placed second
tbe barren racing class of the
Amara:ail Quarter Horse Associational
Shaw _anti the National galling Horse
Show held at the Fairgrotuids, Mem-
phis, Tenn., over the weekend.
Football Coach Bill Furgerson of
Murray State University has been
named "Coach of the Year" and
Quarterback Larry Tillman as "Player
of the Year" by the Ohio Valley Con-
ference.
Births reported include a boy,
Charles _ Edward, to Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Baker on Dec. 3, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Sykes on Dec. 3.
Rainey T. Wells Is Remembered
As Magnificant Figure Of A Man
Sitting just in front of the speaker's
lectern at the Wells Hall rededication
ceremonies a couple weeks ago at
Murray State was a man who had
known Rainy T. Wells longer than
anyone in the room. He was my friend
and the young fellow about whom I
have written so often, Quint Guier.
Mr. Guier, who will be 96 years of age
December 22, first heard of Dr. Wells in
1896. He was living in Trigg County at
the time and walking three miles to and
from school every day.
His mother's oldest sister lived out
near Kirksey, and she had been urging
the GtrierfamilY, Which trictoded seven
children, to move to Calloway County
and her neighborhood so the children
would only have a quarter-mile to walk
to school.
The teacher there, "a fine young man
by the nameof Rainey T. Wells," also
was planning Us start .a junior college in
Kirksey, she said. In those days it was
important to • live. air-close to the
schoolhouse as possible if you wanted to
attend regalarls. and get. an education.
The Guiers moved to Calloway
County, and seven years later, in 1903,
Mr. Guier personally met Dr. Wells for
the first time. The Saturday after
Thaoksgiving, the teachers association
was holding a meeting at the Watson
school, which Mr. Guiertad attended.
and now a young man of 21, he wanted
to see what it was all about.
He listened as Dr Wells recalled how
iss.Oad walked to-school and carried hit -
lunch in a bucket in order to get an
education. "As I listened, I thought to
myself, he Said, -Nowo I-have also
walked to school and carreed my lunch
in a bucket. What's to keep me from





Christmas shopping is right around
the corner. Some of the more in-
dustrious have already begun. With the
increase in retail shopping ffits time of
year also comes an increase of con-
seiner complaints related to their
purchases. Some of these complaints
could possibly be avoided if the ctire
sumer would watchfor certain problem
areas.
One of the problem areas is reture
policies of businesses. Most of our
shopping at Christmas time is for gifts
for others. It is a tradition also to keep
that gift a secret, so the size, color and
other features - must be
"guesstimated." All of us receive
sweaters that do not fit, neck ties that
do not go with anything in our war-
drobe, two wallets just alike and so on.
When we get ready to return them we
might find out that we need a sales
receipt, or some other form of proof of
purchase. The return policy a business
implements is strictly up to that
business, as long as it Is not a violation
of the Censurner Protection Act. Most
businesses have specific return policies
and post those policies on a sign where
everyone can see it. There are however,
the exceptions and you should ahvays
ask about the return policy.
Some return policies will be a full
refund, no matter the ratan for the
return. Some stores will only give
refunds if the merchandise is defective.
Some stores will not give refunds at All,
they simply will provide you with a
credit or due bill for the purchase of
other merchandise in the store. So be
sure it is clear in your own mind what
_Aknoes‘eligenewste-MaJahnii-air-,s-omsegiataikaimarei.
fotiowthehrtntt lets, gave Himself for mer eturai13e.' "Ct 'alaaalme that yht--7;"
--" - - • • - rntreturn the mercharattse-aceordMIff_w
Wells was the one man who inspired me
to go to college and to get all the
schooling I could."
So impressed was he with the future
founder of Murray State, that he and
four of his Watson school classmates -
Jeff Jones, Bert Smith, Dothe Smith
and Fannie Dawson - entered Dr.
Wells' Calloway County Normal School
there in Kirksey the following Jan. 4.
Mr. Guier went to school there for 16
months learning to become a country
school teacher, which was really
something In those days.- Ire- later
taught in schools in Calloway, Graves,
Marshall and Henderson Counties. In
1910. he went off to college at
Valpariso, Ind.. troping to become a
doctor of medicine.
When his money ran out after three
years at Valpariso, he came home to
Calloway County to earn more so he
could continue his studies, took a job as
a cashier in the 'Kirksey bank and was
called for military service just as World
War I ended
After a two-year engagement, he and
Lola Brazzell were married in 1920, and
two-and-a-half years later her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. - Brazzell, died
within rune days of each other. Their
farm home place was left to Mrs. Guier,
and when they failed to fined, a buyer
for it, he gave up his medical
aspirations and settled down to a far-
mer's life.
' +4.304-44-='
It had been 10 years since Mr. Guier
had seen Dr. Wells when in1928, he and
Lee Lawrence came.to Murray to invite
the new and second president of
Murray State Normal School to be the
pnncipal speaker the opening day of
to your rules. You may end up with
merchandise that is of no benefit to
anyone.
In the same avenue, you should make
yourself aware of stores lay-away
policy. This is a popular mode of
shopping for Christmas presents and ft
can be a very convenient way of
budgeting your payment schedule. You
may be paying something for the
service, and you Might loose the
merchandise if you do not know or
conform to the rules of the stores' lay-
away policy.
Some stores require a certain amount
of deposit on the article -And certain
amounts to be paid on the merchandise
within a specified period of time.
Investigate before you invest your
money. Asking after the fact might be
too late.
If you have a question about return
policies, lay-away or if yoa haws a
consumer complaint please write to
Office of the Attorney General, Con-
sumer Protection Division, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601, or call the consumer
Hot4ine 1-800-372-2960.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right . to




Tithes:IR& 32, Murray, Ky. 421171
the new Brewers schooL
The people of the Brewers com-
munity had provided half the labor for
it. The Marshall County board of
education had paid the rest of its $30,000
total cost.
Mr. Guier was selected to introduce
the Murray president at the opening
day ceremonies, and he recalled for
those present that Dr. Wells had told
those at the Watson school teachers
association meeting 25 years earlier.
Word for word, he repeated it.
"Formulate in your minds what you
would like life to be for you when you
are-50 years old, then work hard to
make. it Conk true. And it will come
true," he quoted Dr. Wells as saying.
"If you have only one leg to walk on,
make that leg carry you to school
somewhere."
When Dr. Wells rose to speak that
September day in 1928, he turned to Mr.
Guier and quippel, "Quint, you've
spoiled my speeels:4 He then proCeeded
to deliver, without any notes, another of
the orations for which he is so well
remembered.
"Dr. Wells had a fine, magnetic
personality," Mr. Guier recalls. "He
had great poise and everything he did
was with great dignity. He had all the
characteristics end qualities necessary
to make a made hero in the eyes of all
who knew him."
++++++ -
Mr. Guier, who is keenly alert; walks
one or two miles every andspensIss„,.co Hai1aa..
lifs-iParelirne-Carg y writing about Murray players were Snow, Herraid,
and cataloging his life, calls Williain Alexander, Frank, DeWeese,
Jennings Bryant the greatest orator he Stephenson, McKee, Loughary,
ever heard and recalls hearing him Cavender, and Purcell.
deliver his-faineus "Cress'and (own" Mr. and Mrs.-LIT Webb of Murray--
oration in 1909. announce the approaching marriage of
"He was a big man," he said, "six their daughter. Annette, to Glenn E.
feet two inches tall and weighing 225 Hogancamp, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. -
pounds. He had the most resonant Hogancamp of Bardwell.
baritone voice I ever heard and Births reported include a boy to Mi.
everyone in that crowd of 5,000 at and Mrs. Ewing Ramsey on Nov. 25,
Valpariso easily heard him. Ilya was and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. l3urnitt
long before any public address Jones on Nov,. 20.
systems, you know. He was a most Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
magnificent figure of a man, just as "Walk A Crooked Mile" starring Louis
was Rainey T. Wells." Hayward and Dennis O'Keefe.
Business Mirror
20 Years Ago
The Hazel Baptist Church will hold its
centennial celebration on Dec. 5, 6, and
7 with Dr. Henry Franklin Paschall, Dr.
W. F. Powell, Dr. W. C. Taylor, and the
Rev. Paul Dailey as speakers, ac-
cording to the pastor, the Rev. M. M.
Hampton. 
Charles Robertson and John Darnall
of the Murray Training School have
been named to the Senior Band of the
11th annual Quad-State Band Festival
at Murray State College on Dec. 8.
Named to the Junior Band, Quad-State,
from Murray Training were Mike
Alexander, Bill Hopson, Chad Tumbow,
Jim Thornton, Ronnie Rogers, Nore
Winter, Sherrill Hicks, Mary B.
Robertson, Alice F. Hicks, and Peggy
Farley. Kristian Crane is band director
at Murray Training.
The Murray Knights beat Story
Construction to remain as an un-
defeated team in the Atomic Valley
Basketball League. Graham got 26
points for Murray and Waggoner got 22
for Story.
Judy Thomas, :Italy. glut _Greta _
Broaltas'and Mary Aitifet::.iviefir- --
members of the Girls Quartet of the -
Murray Training School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America who
presented the program at the chapter
meeting.
Wesson oil is advertised at 59 cents
per quart in the act.-for the Kroger
Company this week.
30 Years Ago
The poison for the County Wide
Extermination Program has arrived
and residents may obtain the poison at
the Calloway County Extension Office,
according to local officials.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds
won their first basketball game of the
season overt Kentucky Wesleyan 56 to.
49. The game was played at the _CV
Health Building, Murray State, and erila





NEW YORK (AP) - The spirit of
entrepreneurship is alive, well and
improving, and that means a good
many of the problems that create
despair today might be tomorrow's
bright solutions, says Bill McCrea.
"There's gloom over the energy
shortage and inflation, but there's a
whole other group that sees these as
their - ahallenges," said McCrea, who
founded and runs the non-profit
Entrepreneurship Institute.
Traveling the country on his mission,
which is to find, educate and inspire
innovative thinkers into doing
something about their ideas, McCrea is
encouraged by what he sees:
- A growing confidence among
Americans that they can "do it" on
their own, that they can gain control
- over their destinies by founding and
operating their pwn companies.
- Colleges providing "a window"
into the worm of entrepreneurship
through at least 250 courses offered
throughotd the country, compared with-
almost none just a little more than a
decade ago.-
- An increasing number of role
models for diode who want to make the
move, made available by the media's
own' fascination with people who have
demonstrated that Individuabty is not
Tesias....iteresiasessnw*.--
be more thorough because of the
growing complexity of business, tighter
meiney and lessons learned from new-
venture failures in the 1960s.
-- A healthy attitpde among
Americans toward entrepreneurship
and small business.
-  Very strong entrepreneurial ac-
tivity among women, perhaps because
some find themselves blocked in at-
tempts to find middle management fobs
for which they are qualified.
All these factors encourage McCrea.
an MIT man 1196.41 and q "graduate" of
the explosion of high technology
companies near Burton .in the 19603
McCrea two of them on Route 12S in
Waltham.
Nothing, however, seems to impress
him more than the spirit of innovation
that still remains part of the American
psyche, even though countless articles
have been written about it beftlit
smothered.
"In the UniteciStates the successful
new businessman has the respect of tile
community," he observes. To McCrdi,
It is not so apparent even In Canada.
And in Sweden "they are suspicious Of
the entrepreneur."
But the opposite trend seems to have
been developing in the United States
over the deca or so a
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Sources Say
Carter Budget Plan May




1900 budget cuts and changes
that could reduce federally
subsidized housing by about
one-third, sources report.
If Carter decides to go along
with the cuts in the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban
Development budget, the
number of subsidized housing
units could decline from the
current level of about 330,000
to about 225,000 in the fiscal
year beginning next Oct. 1, the
sources said.
Cutting subsidized housing
to 225,000 units, a level lower
than Republican presidents
Gerald R. Ford and Richard
M. Nixon produced in all but
one of their eight .years,
already has set Off protests
from urban, black and housing
industry groups. Citing such
complaints, HUD is appealing
to short-circuit tile cuts and
boost the the number to about
300,000 units.
The housing cut is based on
a recommendation by the
Office of Management and
Budget that HUD's budget
authority for ,hotesing- •he•
reduced from about $26.3
billion in fiscal 1979 to about
$22.5 billion in 1980.
But in a new wrinkle in their
annual battle over subsidized
housing dollars, the budget
office rejects HUD's 225,000
unit figure. The budget agency
argues that by using lower
perunit cost estimates and
switching more money to
cheaper subsidies, Hud could
actually increase the level
slightly above this year's
330,000 at the same time its
funding declines.
Because the department's
budget appeal is set for later
trievertek-atud beeluan.Car-
ter's final decisions still are
almost two weeks away, the
six government sources who
discussed the dispute declined
to be identified. OMB, White
House and HUD officials
refused to confirm or deny the
reports.
Carter has mandated *eau
domestic spending cuts for his
1980 budget in a drive to
combat inflation. He is
committed to reducing the
federal deficit from about 640
billion in 19'79 to $30 billion in
the next fiscal year while at
the same time increasing
defense spending.
For that reason there
already have been reports
that OMB is recommending
sharp cuts in job, tran-
sportation, health and en-
vironment programs.
Ironically, because of the
way subsidized housing is
recorded on the federal
budget, the current battle has
no impact on the 1980 deficit.
The budget office and HUD
are arguing over dollars that
will not actually be spent for
three years, but OMB is
reluctant to commit the
government to spending which
might increase. the deficit
then.
Freeman Says NA To
Change Agency. Talks
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
The Tennessee Valley
Authority says its dam-
building drive is ending and,
in its place, the agency will
renew its original task of
--restoring the land for farms
and farmers.
"Today it is not the snail
darter but prime farmland
which I think is our most
important endangered
species," chairman S. David
Freeman said Monday.
Freeman told the con-
vention of the Tennessee
Association of Conservation
Districts that TVA has taken
over 10 percent of the valley's
best farmland for steam-
electric plants and reservoir
projects.
'This is the price we have
paid for electric power,
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"TVA isn't just another
utility. Energy production and
distribution have over-
shawdowed TVA's original
task of building the land for
the farm and its far-
mers....It's our job to rekindle
the emphasis on the land and
the people which are this
nation's most precious
resources."
Freeman said TVA is
joining a number of agencies




Agency, University of Ten-
nessee Agricultural Extension
Service, local conservation
districts and the state
Agriculture Department — in
an attack on soil erosion in
West Tennessee.
Soil erosion sends 40 to 100
toaastsediraent-per.aere-from
West Tennessee cropland into
streams and rivers. The
national average, Freeman
said, is-three-at lotir tons per
acre. A TVA agriculture
expert said the sandy clay
texture of West Tennessee soil
makes it particularly erosive,
especially when pasture lands
are replaced by .#w crops
such as soybeans.
"It's almost as though TVA
had quit when it got west of
Nashville," Freeman said. "It
is difficult to believe that the
problem of erosion here is
about as serious as it was
when TVA was created in
1933."
He said the agency will
involve rural people in a
planning process to preserve
the farmlanda,natural beauty
and quality of life in rural
areas.
HARLAN, Ry. (AP) —Ray
Venable, a captain in the
Harlan County Rescue Squad,
has been elected president of
the Kentucky Association of
Rescue Squads.
The election took place at














Make Visits, Local Farms
Murray Preschool Cor-
poration 3 and 4 year old's
have been learning about
seasons, holidays and their
community. Three field trips
have been taken; one to Mr.
Henson's pumpkin patch; to
the Reed Farm and to the
Murray State University
stadium.
The children picked a
pumpkin, took it to their
school, made a jack-o-lantern,
then cooked the pumpkin. On
their visit to the farm the
children climbed on a tractor;
saw a sow and her pigs, a dog
and her puppies and a horse. A
policeman, fireman and nurse
will visit the school and the
children will learn how they
affect our community.
There is an opening in the
four year old group. Anyone
interested in the program may
call Molly Booth 753-4057 or
Diana Rabatin 759-1371. -
THREE YEAR OLD (hildree from the Murray Preschool Corporation at a recent field
rip were, left to right, Sean Malinauskas, Steve Mattis, Deidre Malfnauskas, Michael
Haney, Vair Booth, Tripp Mullins Alecia Snapard, Willie Wells, Sara Hussung, teacher,
and Beak Singer. Behind Sean are Ken i lames and Scott McKee!.
FOUR YEAR OLD children from the Murray Preschool
Corporation at a recent field trip were, left to right, bot-
tom row, Jason Carson, Jason Reed, Cindy Sorensen,
'Richard Wilson, second row, Cayce McGinnis, Jennifer
Howe, Miranda Rabatin, Erica Sewell, Michelle Rurich, top
row, Melissa Muscio, and April Haneline
• A LITTLE_MOGY
OVERWEIGHT-DOWNRIGHT FAT
Diets have not worked, the "yo-yo" effect makes them
a waste of effort leaving the dieter with the same or
more weight than before.
YOU HAVE TRIED EVERYTHING?
YOU HAVE NOT TRIED BEHAVORIAI.
MODIFICATION!
A NEW APPROACH!
A series of classes will be sponsored by HEALTH IN-
DUSTRIES of Murray.

















A proud gift that fits any budget'
Easy to read bru green digital
display Add/subtract/ cancel/
recall memory With batts , carry
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add, substract multiply, divide and more -
 for, uniq4eChristrug_prwnks
wir
'LCD THIN MEMORY CALCULATOR
EC-257 by Radio Shack
15 2.41
SAVE $5 SAVE 36%
Versatile' Over 180 pre-pro-
grammed uses, stores 150
strokes Figure math, program
finances, develop unique
game%, more With manual,




EC-2001 by Radio Shack
Ideal for home or oft,cel Figure percent
change, gross profit margins. 10-digit blue
display With batts AC adapter $5.95
85- 680
Handy checkbook size solves
math problems easily Only
41A6x21/2)011" Percent, square
root keys With 2600 hr bans
book-like. karry case Large
easy to read display 65 626
MICRO-MINI LCD
MEMORY CALCULATOR
EC-224 by Radio Shack
1995
Ideal for schooil business shopping'
21/4x1 44x44" has batts carry case 65.613
ALPHA-NUMERIC MEMORY
CALCULATOR-DIRECTORY
EC-4002 by Radio Shack
6995
Store Lip to 30 lines of1-•
phone numbers, word,
number data Inc tans case '66.652




EC!260 by Radio Shack
3995
Travele'r's must-24
hr alarml Shiows day,







CREDIT CARD SIZE CALCULATOR





Super-thinl LCD display with memory






Keep important computations' 4-key
dual memory, auto, float decimal much
more Inc thermal paper 85 646
MOST STORES OPEN-LATE NIGHTS 'TIL CHRISTMAS

























., The *ewe outhe annual Red_ 5321:, • hours already in- volun-
.04: Cross volunteers banquet held teer time this year. The 36 have
"k. last night at the new hospital all been willing to serve and
' cafeteria was "Community's deserve to be praised. Their
Best Bargain-Because of You." names and picture appear in a
Jean Blankenship, the Red story of the banquet today.
Cross executive director, It gave pride to everyone at-
praised the 36 honored volun- tending to eat in 'he new
,... teer workers and pointed' out- -•IttostHttit. cafeteria and to have
'.:-.;•:: how the volunteers and the such an elegant meal served by%.-. 
Mrs. Ann Flood, the dietitian>:..-. hospital work hand in hand to •:-. belp_thP entire-community. and her co-workers.  
: At a time when volunteers ' We can point with pride to our.0.;
:...4 are backing away from_ many hospital, its 535 employes, the. 
projects, it is a credit to leadership of the hospital boardx. our
community to see people and all others responsible for'
• ' helping people and groups such progress in the corn-x....;;., working together.
• The Red Cross Volunteers
worked a total of 4,359'•_. hours
e. 3n a gratis basis. The group of
36, if paid at a going wage,
would have received at least
•• $15,356.25. Add to this--the Red
Cross Water Safety program at
if: $23,800; First Aid Program for
- $4,350; Veteran benefits with
assistance to those' needing
them '-in tapplications, etc.,
$43,450.40; Social Services,
$13,800; the youth council, nur-
sing services volunteered and
disaster preparedness. That
total sum would be $102,746.25
munity.
The Murray-Calloway Coun-
ty Hospital, with its able ad-
ministrator, its employes, its
board and many volunteers
make it a prime ac-
complishment for this com-
munity. The Red Cross banquet
was but one more example of
people working together to help
others and that is what
Calloway Countians have done
in the past and will do in the
future.
GaRAF1F11111
This comes free to our citizens.
The Red Cross drive led by IF
-
ministrator and host at the
meeting, raised $9,245.00 in
• donations from4tie community.
We received the $102,746.25 for
less than $10,000 donated
locally. That is a crectit to all
who give funds and time and
'remember this when the next -- 17,06sess
Red Cross Drive begins.
Examples of the dedication
included Della Taylor, who.has
. - been a volunteer for 18 years,








By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
Arrives In Washington
1 WASHINGTON (AP) .-r This is theseason the most senior -sod powerfulrt members of Congress ainert thsir clout
.sand make the first important decisions
: of the Congress that will formally enter -
: the Capitol in January.
: This is the season office space is
''. allotted. -
: Great judgments must be made. is a
• • beautiful view of the Capitol more... 
I
important than easy access to the
House or Senate floor? Is the ambience
of the high ceilings in the Russell
Senate Office Building worth more than
, a few extra square feet of floor space in
1 the newer, lower-ceilinged DirksenSenate Office Building'The nature of the system and Mother
' $ Nature herself usually decide the
e' question of access to the floor. By the
e' time a member of Congress has enough
seniority to rate one of the desirable
offices with easy floor access, he is old
• -• enough to value a reduction in the
5- -distance he has to walk.
; And so the first office taken in the
current scramble was the big corner
- ‘7. suite in the Rayburn House Office
- Building that had been occupied by
Rep. George Mahon, 1)-Texas, since
:. 1964, when the building opened.
Mahon, the senior member of the e5th
Congress, did not run for re-election.
Not that his colleagues do not miss
George. Of course, technically mem-
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bers of the old -Congress still are in
place until January. But there have
been a lot of members with longing
looks on their faces as they pass Suite
2314.
But their dreams soon turned to dust.
Rep. Jamie Whitten, 13-,Miss., who
replaces Mahon as the senior member
of the House, also exercised his
seniority to take over the Texan's of-
fice.
Not that Whitten was getting by in a
cramped basement hovel. He had one of
the nice, spacious corner offices in the
Rayburn Building, but is making the
switch because Mahon's suite is closer
to the subway to the Capitol and the
House floor.
Sen. Edward M Kennedy, D-Mass.,
is giving up his high-ceilinged suite in
the Russell Building and taking over
the corner offices formerly occupied in
the Dirksen Building by Sen. James 0..--
Eastland, D-Miss.
The ,Eastland suite is a few steps
down the hall from the offices of the
Senate Judiciary Committee. With
Eastland's retirement, Kennedy will
become chairman of the committee.
+ + +
. Lobbyists for environmental groups
generally rate Sen. Jake Garn, FkUtah,
as one of the bait-guys in Congress.
Garn shrugs off their slings and arrows
and tells the story of how one en-
vironmental lobbying group issued its
ratings of members of Congress and
found he had voted correctly, in their
view. II percent of the time on en-
vironmental issues.
"They added a footnote saying I
obviously hadn't understood the Issue
when I voted with them," Garn said.
Bible Thought
And he said unto them all, If any man
will come after me, let him deny
a. jilmself, and take up his cross daily,
awe follow me. — Luke 9:Z3.
To deny self is to, become unselfish in
our Ipve toward others. The "cross". is
the sacrifice we take upon ourselves in
Ilnw the
•
reit who gave Hinvieff for
Wells was the one man who inspiredme
to go to college and to get all the
schooling I could."
So impressed was he with the future
founder of Murray State, that he and
four of his Watson school classmates —
Jeff Jones, Bert Smith, Dollie Smith
and Fannie Dawson — entered Dr.
Wells' Calloway County Normal School
there in Kirksey the following Jan. 4.
++++++
Mr. Guier went to school there for 16
months learning to become a country
school teacher, which was really
--soazethiag-inAboesiimdayjk--kle- later
taught in schools in Calloway, Graves,
Marshall and Henderson Counties. In
1910, he went off to college at
Valpariso, hoping to become a
doctor of medicine.
When his money ran out after three
van at Valpariso, he came home to
•"'Calloway County to earn more so he
could continue his studies, took a job as
a cashier in the Kirksey bank and was
called for military service just as World
War I ended.
After a two-year engagement, he and
Lola Brazzell were married in 1920, and
two-and-a-half years later her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. A., Brazzell, died.
within nine days of each other. Their
farm home place was left to Mrs. Guier,
and when they failed to fined a buyer
for it, he gave up his medical





Sp4 Stanley C. Hargrove, son of Mr
and Mrs. T. C. liargrove, has been
awarded the Bronze Star medal while
serving with the Upited States Army in
Vietnam.
Deaths reported. include Hubert
Morris, Mrs. Tullus (Oda) Black, 7e,
Delmus Bedwell, and Johnnie G.
Rogers.
Billy Joe Kingins of the New
Providence Riding Club placed second
in the barrell racilg class of the
'w-Anleeican Quarter Horse Aapociationsi
Show anti the National Cutting Horse
Show held at the Fairgrounds, Mem-
' phit, teiut, over 'theweekend.
Football Coach Bill Furgerson of
Murray State University has been
named "Coach of the Year" and
Quarterback Larry Tillman as "Player
of the Year" by the Ohio Valley Con-
ference.
Births reported include la boy,
Charles Edward, to Mr. and Mrs.,
Michael Baker on Dec. 3, and a girl to:
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Sykes on Dec. 3.
20 Years Ago •
The Hazel Baptist Church will hold its
centennial celebration on Dec. 5,5, and
7 with Dr. Henry Franklin Paschall, Dr.
t
e tie F. Powell, Dr. W. C. Taylor, ruid the
Rev. Paul Dailey as speakers, ac-
cording to the pastor, the Rev. M. M.
Hampton.
Charles Robertson and John Darnall
of the Murray Training School have
been named to the Senior Band of the
llth annual Quad-State Band Festival
at Murray State College on Dec. 8.
Named to the Junior Band, Quad-State,
from Murray Training were Mike
Alexander, Bill Hopson, Chad Turnbow,
Jim Thornton, Ronnie Rogers, Nore
Winter, Sherrill Hicks, Mary B.
Robertson, Alice F. Hicks, and Peggy
_Farley. Kristian Crane is band director
at Murray Training.
The Murray Knights beat Story
Construction to remain as an un-
defeated team in the Atomic Valley
Basketball League. Graham got 26
Points for Murray and Waggoner got 22
for Story.
Judy Thomas, Judy Clark, Greta
make it come true. And it will come
true," he quoted Dr. Wells as saying.
"If you have only one leg to walk on,
make that leg carry you to school
somewhere."
When Dr. Wells rose to speak that
September day in 1928, he turned to Mr.
Guier" and quipped, "Quint, you've
spoiled my speech." He then proceeded
to deliver,without any notes, another of
the orations for which he is so well
remembered.
"Dr. Wells had a fine, magnetic
personality," Mr. Guier recalls. "He
had great poise and everything he did
was with great dignity. He had all the
characteristics and qualities necessary
to make a man a hero in the eyes of all
who knew him." ..
++44+4
It had been 10 years since Mr. Guier
hid teen Dr. Wells when in 1928, he and
Lee Lawrence came to Murray to invite
the new and second president Of
Murray State Normal School to be the
principal speaker the opening day of
Garrotes Galley
14‘ NIA
Rainey T. Wells Is Remembered
As Magnificant Figure Of A Man
Sitting just in front of the speaker's
lectern at the Wells Hall rededication
ceremonies a couple weeks ago at
Murray State was a man who had
known Rainy T. Wells longer than
anyone in the room. He was my friend
and the young fellow about whom I
have written so often, Quint Guier.
Mr. Guier, who will be 96 years of age
December, first heard of Dr. Wells in
1896. He was living in Trigg County at
the time and walking three miles to and
from school every day.
His mother's oldest sister lived out
PQj near Kirksey, and she had been urging ._3114.Quier-kii4Y AM*
* 
children, to move to Calloway County
and her neighborhood so the children
would only have a quarter-mile to walk
to school.
The teacher there, "a fine young man
by the name of Rainey T. Wells," also
was planning to start a junior college in
Kirksey, she said. In those days it was
important to live as close to the
schoolhouse as possible if you wanted to
attend regularly and get an education.
++++++
The Guiers moved to Calloway
County, and seven years later, in 1903,
Mr. Guier personally met Dr. Wells for
the first time. The Saturday after
Thaultsgiving, the teachers association
was holding a meeting at the Watson
school, which Mr. Guier had attended,
Ind now a young man of 21, he wanted
to see what it was all about.
He listened as Dr. Wells recalled how
-he had walleeelee-sehooleurterarriedhis
lunch in a bucket in order to get an
education. "As I listened, I thought to
myself, he said, '"Now, I have also
walked to school and carried my lunch
in a bucket, What's to keep me from
getting an education like he did?' Dr.
Consunier Comment
Consumer Shopping
By ROBERT F. STEPHENS
Attorbey General
Christmas shopping is right around
the corner, Some of the more in-
dustrious have already begun. With the
increase in retail shopping this time of
year also comes an increase of con-
sumer complaints related to their
purchases. Some of these complaints
could possibly be avoided if the con-
stuner would watch for certain problem
areas.
One of the problem areas 'is return
policies of. businesses. Most. of our
shopping at Christmas time is for gifts
for others. It is a tradition also to keep
that gift a secret, so the size, color and
other features must be
"guesstimated." All of us receive
sweaters that do not fit, neck ties that.
do not go with anything in our. war-
drobe, two wallets just alike and so on.
When we get ready to return them we
might find out that we need a sales
receipt, or some other form of proof of
purchase. The return policy a business
implements is strictly up to that
business, as long as it is not a violation
of the Consumer Protection Act. Most
businesses have specific return policies
and post those policies on a sign where
everyone can see it. There are however,
the exceptions and you should always
ask about the Feturn policy.
Some return policies will be a full
refund, no matter the reason for the
return. Some stores will only give
-refunds if the merchandise is defective.
Some stores_ ieW not give refunds at all,
they simply wW provide you with a
credit or -due bill for the purchase of
other merchandise in the store. So be
sure it is clear in your own .mind what
r andiae. Do not assume -that' you
r-estariMiel-iiiirehandise eneeeding-
to your rules. You may end up with
merchandise that is of no benefit to
anyone.
In-the same avenue, you should make
yourself aware of stores' lay-away
policy. This is a popular mode of
shopping for Christmas presents and it
can be a very convenient way of
budgeting your payment schedule. You
may be paying something for the
service, and you might loose the
merchandise if you do not know or
conform to the rules of the stores' lay-
away policy.
Some stores require a certain amount
of deposit on the article and certain
amounts to be paid on the merchandise
within a specified period of time.
Investigate .before you invest your
money. Asking after the fact might be
too late.
If you have a question about return
policies, lay-away or if you have a
consumer complaint please write to
Office of the Attorney General, Con-
sumer Protection Division, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601, or call the consumer
Hot-line 1-800-372-2980.
WRITE A LETTER .
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number most he
included for verification. The phone
number Will not be-published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address corsespondence to-
Timest Box .32, Murzay, Ky. 47/17l
the new Brewers school.
The people of the Brewers com-
munity had provided half the labor for
it. The Marshall County board of
education had paid the rest of its $30,000
total cost.
Mr. Guier was selected to introduce
the Murray president at the opening
day ceremonies, and he recalled for
those present that Dr. Wells had told
those at the Watson school teachers
association meeting 25 years earlier.
Word for word, he repeated it.
"Formulate in your minds what you
would like life to be for you when you
Mr. Guier, who is keenly alert, walks
one Or two miles. every dayand spends
Ifs spaie time Carefully writing about
and cataloging his life, veils William
Jennings Bryant the greatest orator he
ever heard and recalls hearing him
deliver his famous "Cross and Crown"
oration in 1909.
"He was a big man," he said, "six
feet two inches tall and weighing 225
pounds. He had the most resonant
baritone voice I ever heard and
everyone in that crowd of 5,000 at
Valpariso easily heard him. That was
long before any public address
systems, you know. He was a most
magnificent figure of a man, just as
was Rainey T. Wells."
Business -Mirror
members of the Girls Quartet of the
Murray Training School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America who
presented the program at the chapter
meeting.
Wesson oil is advertised at 59 cents
per quart in the ad for the Kroger
Company this week.
30 Years Ago
The poison for the County Wide Rat
Extermination Program has arrived
and residents may obtain the poison at
the Calloway County Extension Office,
according to local officials.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds
won their first basketball game of the
season over Kentucky Wesleyan 56 to
49. The game was played at the Carr
Health Building, Murray State, and was
the first game by the Racers under
new coach, Harlan Hodges.




Mr. and Mrr-A. H. Webb of Murray
announce the approaching marriage -of
their daughter, Annette, to Glenn E
Hogancamp, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
Hogancamp or Eiardwell.
Births reported include a boy to Mr
and Mrs. Ewing Ramsey on Nov. 25,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Burnett
Jones on Nov. 20.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Walk A Crooked Mile" starring Louis





NEW YORK (AP) — The spirit of
entrepreneurship is alive, well and
improving, and that means a good
many of the problems that create
despair today might be tomorrow's
bright solutions, says Bill McCrea.
"There's gloom over the energy
shortage and inflation, but there's a
whole other group that sees these as
their challenges," said McCrea, who
founded and runs the non-profit
Entrepreneurship Institute.
Traveling the country on his mission,
which is to find, educate and inspire ,
innovative thinkers into • doing'
something about their ideas, McCrea is
encouraged by what he sees:
— A growing confidence among
Americans that they can "do It" on
their own, that they can gain control
over their destinies by founding arel
operating their own companies.
— Colleges providing "a window"
into the world Of entrepreneurship
through at least 250 bourses offered
throughout the country, compared with
almost none just a little more than a
--decade ago.
— An ilicrea.sing number of role
models for those who want to make the
move, made available by the media's
own fascination with people who have
demonstrated thatIndividuali Is not
" 7 .rte, 4 dexplopip_ent_ scsmsler
venturQ, iiTonsequence Of the need to •
be more thorough because of the
growing complexity of business, tighter
money and lessons learned from new-
venture failures in 1960s.
— A healthy/attitude among
Americans tow d enteepreneurslep
and small btlfiess.
— Very rong entrepreneurial ac-
tivity atrg women, perhaps because
some f.thd themselves blocked in at-
tempt to find middle management jobs
for'whlch they are qualified. -
/ All these factors encourage McCrea.
an MIT man 1964) and a "graduate" of
the explosion of high technology
companies near Boston in the 1960s
McCrea ran two of them on Route 128 in
Waltham. •
Nothing, however, seems to impress
him more than the spirit of innovation
that still remains part of the Americin
psyche, even though countless articles
have been written about it bei g
smothered.
"In the United States the succe
new businessman has the respect of
community," he observes. To Mc
It is not so apparent even in Cana
And in Sweden "they are suspicious of
the entrepreneur." e
But the opposite trend seems to have
been developing in the United States
over ft " cirpriticautiti•
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Sources Say
Carter Budget Plan May
_
Lead To House Subsidy Cuts
WASHINGTON i AP) -
President Carter's spending
experts are recommending
1980 budget cuts and changes
that could reduce federally
subsidized housing by about
one-third, sources report.
If Carter decides to go along
with the cuts in the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban
Development budget, the
number of subsidized housing
units could decline from the
current level of about 330,000
to about 225,000 in the fiscal
year beginning next Oct. 1, the
sources said.
Cutting subsidized housing
to 225,000 units, a level lower
than Republican presidents
Gerald R. Ford and Richard
M. Nixon produced in all but
one of their eight years,
already has set off protests
from urban, black and housing -
industry groups. Citing such
complaints, HUD is appealing
to short-circuit the cuts and
boost the the number to about
300,000 units.
The housing cut is based on
a recommendation by the
Office of Management and
Budget that HUD's budget
authority for housing be
reduced from about $26.3
billion in fiscal 1979 to about
$22.5 billion in 1980.
But in a new wrinkle in their
annual battle over subsidized
housing dollars, the budget
office rejects HUD's 225,000
unit figure. The budget agency
argues that by using lower
perunit cost estimates and
switching more money to
cheaper subsidies, Hud, could
actually increase • the level
slightly above this year's
330,000 at the same time its
funding declines.
Because the department's
budget appeal is set for later
-thituagok and •bevaase- -Qai _other - purposeerw - he said.
Oeeir Real decisions still are
abnost two weeks away, the
six government sources who
discussed the diepute declined
to be identified. OMB, White
House and HUD officials
refused to confirm or deny the
reports.
Carter has mandated sharp
domestic spetuling cuts for his
1980 budget in a drtya to
combat inflatian. He es
committed to reducing the
federal deficit from about $40
billion in 1979 to $30 billion in
the next fiscal year while at
the same time increasing
defense spending.
For that reason there
already have been reports
that OMB is recommending
sharp cuts in job, tran-
sportation, health and en-
vironment programs.
Ironically, because of the
way subsidized housing is
recorded on the federal
budget; the current battle has
no impact on the 1900 dlulcit.
The budget office "andMUD
are arguing over dollars that
will not actually be spent for
three years, but OMB is
reluctant to commit the
government to spending which
might increase the deficit
then.




Authority says its dam-
building drive is ending and,
in its place, the agency will
renew its original task of
restoring the land for farms
and farmers.
"Today it is not the snail
darter but prime farmland
which I. think is our most
important endangered
species," chairman S. David
Freeman said Monday.
Freeman told the con-
vention of the Tennessee
Association of Conservation
Districts that TVA has taken
over 10 percent of the valley's
best farmland for steam-
electric plants and reservoir
projects.
"This is the price we have
paid for electric power,






Only 10' a Letter for Etching
ENGRAVABLE JEWELRY
Necklaces, Bracelets, Charms
. Key Chains, Money Clips, Diamonds
& Much, Much More
Beautiful Silver 
. The Perfect Gift ?..litut




You Wait - In Brdts
and in Silver -Also
Stain Gloss
THE GREEK CORNER
759-1269 Dixieland Center hi 84ciiirker 8:88 wee
Open Ttl Sao* 14
"TVA isn't just another
utility. Energy production and
distribution have over-
shawdowed TVA's original
task of building the land for
the farm and its far-
mers....It's our job to rekindle
the emphasis on the land and
the people which are this
nation's most precious
resources."
Freeman said TVA is
joining a number of agencies




Agency, University of Ten-
nessee Agricultural Extension
Service, local conservation
districts and the state
Agriculture Department - in
an attack on soil erosion in
West Tennessee.
Soil erosion sends 40 to 100
--tohsof sediment pnracrc from
West Tennessee cropland into
streams and rivers. The
national average, Freeman
said, is three or fours tons per
acre. A TVA agriculture
expert said ths, sandy clay
texture of West Tennessee soil
makes it particularly erosive,
especially when pasture lands
are replaced by row crops
such as soybeans.
"It's almost as though TVA
had quit when it got west of
Nashville," Freeman said. "It
is difficult to believe, that the
problem of erosion here is
about as serious as it was
when TVA was created in
1933."
He said the agency will
involve rural people in a
planning process to preservd
t"
and quality of life in rural — PROGRAI4f4AIKE
Murray Preschool Groups
Make Visits, Local Farms
Murray Preschool Cor-
poration 3 and 4 year old's
have been learning about
seasons, holidays and their
community. Three field trips
have been taken; one to Mr.
Henson's pumpkin patch; to
the Reed Farm and to the
Murray State University
stadium.
The children picked a
pumpkin, took it to.. their
school, made a jack-o-lantern,
then cooked the pumpkin. On
their visit to the farm the
children climbed on a tractor;
saw a sow and her pigs, a dog
and her puppies and a horse. A
policeman, fireman and nurse
will visit the school and the
children will learn how they
affect our community.
There is an opening in the
four year old group. Anyone
interested in the program may
call Molly Booth 753-4057 or
Diana Kahan') 759-1371.
THREE YEARbLD children from the Murray Preschool Corporation at a recent field
trip Were, left to right, Sean Malinauskas, Steve Mattis, Deidre Malfnauskas, Michael
Haney, Vair Booth, Tripp Mullins, Alecia Snapard, Willie Wells, Sara Hussung, teacher,
and Becky Singer. Behind Seati are Ken i James and Scott Mckeel.
FOUR YEAR OLD children from the Murray Preschool
Coiporation at a recent field trip were, left to right, bot-
tom ruvv, Jason Carson, Jason Reed, Cindy Sorensen
RicharB Wilson, second row, Cayce McGinnis, Jennifer
Howe, Miranda Rabatin, Erica Sewell, Michelle Rtaich, top
row, Melissa Muscio, and April Haneline.
A LITTLE PUDGY
OVERWEIGHT-DOWNRIGHT FAT
Diets have not worked, the "yo-yo" effeCtinakes them
a waste of effort leaving the dieter with the same or
more weight than before.
YOU HAVE TRIED EVERYTHING?
YOU HAVE NOT TRIED BEHAVORIAI
MODIFICATION!
A NEW APPROACH!
A series of classes will be sponsored by HEALTH IN-
DUSTRIES of Murray.





Makes Holiday Shopping Easier
areas
HARLAN, Hy. (AP) - Ray
Venable, a captain in the
Harlan County Rescue-Squad,
has been elected president of
the Kentucky Association of
Rescue Squads.



















A proud gift-6CM fils' any budget!
Easy to read bright green digital
display Add/subtract, cancel/
recall memory .With batts , carry
case AC adapter $4 95 65-618
CALCULATOR
EC-4000 by Radio Shack
Ser
SAVE $5
Versatile! Over 180 pre-pro-
grammed uses, stores 150
strokes Figure math, program
finances, develop unique
games, more With manual
case, batts , AC adapter
charger 65-650







EC-2001 by Radio Shack ,
29"
Ideal for home or office! Figure percent
change, gross profit margins. 10-digit blue




EC-4002 by Radio Shack
6995
Store up to 30 lines of
phone numbers word,
nuonher data Inc batts. case 65-652
smAar SA /WAS SHOP EARLY
OlympFC Plaza
MurraLKI. •  Thrwairionters
(440T STOREsi
CHARGE IT count
ad4 substract, multiply, divide and more
for uniqueSkiitmas .presentsi
LCD THIN MEMORY CALCULATOR
EC-257 by Radio Shack
15?"
SAVE 36%
Handy checkbook size solves
math problems easily Only
41A6x21/2x3/1" Percent, square
root keys With 2600 hr baits,
book-like carry case Large
easy to read display 55 626
MICRO-MINI LCD
MEMORY CALCULATOR
EC-224 by Radio Shack
19"
Ideal for school, business shopping!
21/40 i4x4/8" has batts , carry case 86-613
ALARM CLOCK STOP-
WATCH CALCULATOR
EC-260 by Radio Shack
3995
Travelers must 24
hr alarm' Shows day,
date, more Inc bans case 66 627
CREDIT CARD SIZE CALCULATOR
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Super-thin' LCD display with








Keep important computations! 4-key
dual memory, auto, float decimal much
more Inc thermal paper 65 646
MOST STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS 'riL CHRISTMAS
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By ANDY LANG
AP Nee/Meatuses
This must be written in a
hurry because it is about the
transmission of sound in a
house and engineers ai the
sound-absorption held are con-
unually conducting tests and
making one discovery after an-
other
Therefore, no matter what
. you read here and ansprhere
else, if you plan to have a












about the pump of amid. bl-
owhole Ibt West whim for
its Newel, right gp le the Ene-
ma constnitliM *eta
While teethed' he bandling
souad are resuming. me tact
has remained firm Ihreughout
the yews. It is easier Is mhol
the noise inside a hew or
vrithin a room then it is b keep
it out. That's partly because
there are many outside noises
about which you coils potbmg
and which, tortmetely, we not
a 1 is a y s persistent. Mostly,
though, it's because inside
sounds come front you, your
family and the things around
you and will yield to proper
treatment
Sound waves become what
we consider noise when thes
bounce (if walls, ceilings and
anything that is non-absorbent
That's why your yoke mounds
so powerful la "bower stall
When the waves strike soft
non-absorbent materials, some
of the sounds are muffled. In a
room with many of these mate-
rials — such as drapes. carpets
and upholstered furniture — the
sounds are not distracting or
annoying The quieting effects
are even more noticeable when
there are certain types of
sound-absorbent ceilings and
walls.
If there are noises in a room
above, the acoustical tiles on
your ceilings will keep out
some of them. But those noises
FREE CHIMNEY INSPECTIONS
Find out for certain if your chimney or
stove. is coated with dangerously flammable
creosote! This offer good in Calloway Coun-
ty only!
Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps
759-4818
Member MurrayChamber of Commerce
will be more effectively muted
if the room upstairs has a thick
carpet on the floor. From 15 to
30 percent of the sound will be.
abierbed end ant beard dime=
stairs, dependiog en the new-
ness, thickness and Makeup ̀o(
the carpeting. If there are oth-
er sound-absorbing items in the
same room, the sound rever-
berations will be k.ept to a min-
unisn.
Ke-for outside noises, you can
do something about them, but
only to a degree Air-conde
Owed houses are easier to
keep quiet because the windows
are always closed. Double-glass
windows, thick rows of shrubs
and trees also are effective in
keeping out noise.
Ttuuking about building a
house ̂ Consider spending
something extra to install walls
especially built to absorb
sound. There are many ways to
do this, so ask your architect or
.builder to tell you about them,.
being sure his knowledge is up-
to-dater One method calls for
filling the cavities between
studs with insulation. Another,
more effective, is to have the
wallstbunt with staggered sets
of studs so that wall surfaces
are not in direct contact with
each other. There also are spe-
cial materials for use between
walls and as walls when sound
absorption is important.
Thirty-five house problems
are discussed in Andy Lang's
handbook, "Practical Home Re-
pairs," which can be obtained
by sending $1.50 to this news-
paper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J.
07666.)
The Dominican friar Gal-
fridus Grammaticus i Geoffrey
the Grammarian) completed
his "Promptorium Parvulo-
rum," -Storehouse for the
Little Ones," ) around 1440. In
this manuscript, English words








MODEL 01822 SELF STORING
SIZES 2/8 x 6/8










Big Savings At Home Center
Savings Up To 30% Off Our Regular.
Low Price In Stock Carpet
Green Sculptured Rubber Back Was $4.45 Now $2.95
Tangerine Short Shag Juts Was $3.90 Now $2.95
Gold Saxony Jute was gt 50 Now $2.95
Soft Gold Saxony Jute. . _was ;4 95 Now $4.50
Chocolate Plush Jute  was sick Now $4.50
Many More To Choose From
We always have bargains - Now we have








NA /04 7 R.
THIS THREE-BEDROOM home is designed for a large
family with a small budget. Corner rooms have cross-
ventilation, and a screen porch doubles as an outdoor dining
room as well as an extension of the living room of this
1,140-square-foot house. For more information on Plan
H A 106 7 R. write.— enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope—to architect Jan fteiner, 1000 52nd St North. St
Petersburg, Fla., 33710.
Here's the Answer ED
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I am getting old and
have to admit that I don't
make changes very easily. I
have always maintained that
painting with a roller is never
as good as painting with a
brush, but after seeing a job
with a roller recently I have
decided to use one when I paint
my living room in a few weeks.
Is there anything particular I
should know about using a roll-
er that will help me get a good
result?
A. — If you haven't bought a
roller yet, tell the hardware
dealer what you plan to use it
for and he will select the prop-
er type of cover. As for using
the roller, follow certain funda-
mentals and you are certain to
finishetto_ .1tihen
1117Fullt-;
tray, remove the excess tty roll-
ing it over the higher and drier
surface of the tray. Roll back
and forth with only the lightest
pressure, moving slowly and
letting the roller do the. work.
Use an edging roller or trim
brush to paint the edges of the
walls and ceiling before using
the full roller. Move from a dry
area into a wet one, blending
the laps slightly. On a wall, roll
upward with even strokes at
first; you can vary the direc-
tion after that, but make the
first strokes upward_ And don't
_spin the roller at the end of a
stroke or you'll get sprayed.
Q. — I have to remove ,some
resilient floor tiles. I know this
can be done by heating the tiles
or by chipping them out after
applying dry ice to them.
Frankly, I am a bit afraid to
try either method,. because I
,know istra _care:
feted. Tthere -any
these tiles can be lifted-
the fool"
A. — Yes, but it requires a
lot of elbow grease. Buy or rent
a tile scraper, which consists of
, a blade on a long handle, a
kind Of giant putty knife. Insert
the scraper blade between the
seams uf two adjoining .tiles
and force it downward and
slightly sideways until 'one of
the tiles is loosened a bit. From
then on it's a. case of scraping
off the tiles and cement as you
might scrape peeling paint
from the side of a house. It's
not a good idea to use this
method in the unlikely possi-
bility the tiles are cemented to
a wood subfloor.
Q. — What kind of cement
must be used to install asphalt
tiles on a smooth concrete
floor? I have some cement left
over from a vinyl tile floor I
put down a couple of years ago.
Can that be used?
A. — Not likely. Asphalt tiles.
generally require a tar-like ad-
hesive that differs from the ce-
ment used for vinyl tiles. The
store where you purchase .. the
tiles wilt, give you the proper
adhesive, but be sure to state
that the installation is on con-
crete.
Home Hints -
Makers Offers Wide Furniture Range
By ELAINE-Q. BARROW
AP Newsleatures
Has ixonsumerisni gained a.,
stronger voice in home furnish-
ings?
More than ever before, manu-
facturers seem to be reaching
to accommodate a wider specs-
ruin of personal tastes.
At the recent Southern Furni-
ture Market in High Point N.C.,
the trend could be defined as
something for everyone.
Living room and bedroom
furniture encompass a choice
from 18th Century and Victo-
rian to Traditional and Contem-
porary
One exhibitor presented a
blending of historical design
with the best of today to avoid
-faddish" styles and to provide
furniture to weather a wide
range of taste fluctuations.
Derrell Ferguson, vice presi-
dent and general manager of
Drexel Heritage, says "Classic
styling adapted to modern-day
needs for smaller scaling and
multi-functionality almost as-
sures timeless quality for home
f urnishing. "
An example is a go-with-any'
style cocktail table which dupli-
cates the lines of an lath Centu-
ry court piece with a beveled
glass top and detailed walnut
base. Another highlight was an
unabashed copy of a Louis XV
arm chair.
The firm's upholstery fabrics,
however, drew a less rigid dis-
tinction between traditional and
contemporary patterns. Dra-
matic Contrasts are achieved
with creams, corals, grayed
greens and gold — with red
considered the dominant color.




Murray, Ky. 42071 .753-4150
We Build Brick or Stone Wood Burning
. Fireplaces Featuring:
25 Year Warranty& Protection Ran
One Day Installation .
No Foundation Required
Over 150 Models Available
Sail/ fate or eon frene ISly maw or wall. See wiring nedeis es &Ile






ries was noted by still Maher ,
ftrm. Counting On ciders, pot.
tents and testing Is set the
-mood" in a reaskAlke selec-
tion range* is mbar from
shrimp and celadon green to
pewter and electric blue, in
flora's, stripes and small-pat-
terned French prints. Textures
include smooth silks, nubby
weaves and leather.
Newest is the suede leather.
"Suede. leather is a natural
for furniture styling, just as it
has been for fashion apparel,"
says Jack Krayer, president of
-Montgomery. "It is sophis-
ticated and elegant. Yet it also
can be casual. And it is ex-
tremely durable."
But, he added, "The intrinsic
shape of an upholstered piece
will always be the most impor-
tant part of a buying decision."
John Smith
So far t it would be only specu-
lath. Is lodge hew many buy-
ing dedMesi ahle willbs affect-
ed by Ito uoressie eurabsr of
big — such as
Angelo Dor, JOOn Meache-
roni and Ristamatti Rati —
moving into the retail market.
Al the same time, many
manufacturers are relying on
the identity of their brand
names and adding items to ap-
peal to space economy and oth-
er conveniences.
Creeung a "total environ-
ment" bedroom was the con-
cern of Richard A. Singer,
president of Naziism, who says,
"People spend at least one-
third of their byes us thew bed-
room, yet there's been very lit-
tle personalized decorating.''
Linda McKinney
From Gallery of Homes Agent, Linda McKinney
INGREDIENTS FOR INVESTMENT
Housing prices have gone up steeply since the
mid-60's for two basic reasons. First, the shortage of
new savings made it difficult to finance private
housing, and the number of new housing units built
each year was far below that what it should have
been. Since there is a steady growth in population,
this puts pressure on our, housing reserves acid
prices rise.
Second, there have been inflationary increases in'
the labor and materials costs that go into building a
house. Inmost urban areas, land values continue to
go up each year, too, Historically, real estate values
have always increased faster than the cost of living.
Thus, it is an excellent inflation hedge.
So here are the ready-made ingredients for a
good investment. We all need housing of some
kind, and according to the experts, the price of
housing will continue to go even higher, though
perhaps, not as dramatically as in the past few
4-ears JOHN SMITOZIALTOR
Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
OR
Ron Talent 753-9894 Cynthia Gamble 759-1396
Linda Malruiey 7534567
gp.
Glidden's BEST LA10EX wall paint. -
Strong on quality and lasting good looks
•, Latex formula dries in
30 minutes to a uniform
flat finish
• Covers most previously
painted surfaces in a
single coat
• Durable, scrubbable finish
stays fresh-looking for years
• Handles hard-to-reach paint jobs with ease
• Use on wood or metal furniture
• Contains no fluorocarbons—won't
harm atmosphere




• Rich low (inter
sheen
• For walls and woodwork
































































































Paw, 7 ismuday; D•comber 5, 1978
Tony Wells, who played high school basketball at Calloway County, hopes to








What's 80 inches long 'and
unlocks doors?
It:1:;v8if gyi 'tirgelt141_1,214_1tiliversit_ . _
one is easy — Tony
(James). Wells.
-"Tony is the key to the
Rainbow season," - said
Little of the 6-8 center, last
year's leading scorer and
rebaunder.
Wells finished last season
• with a solid 14.8 scoring
average and 7.3 rebounding
average, marks that could
be surpassed this year
thanks to nine returning
lettermen and six talented
newcomers.
A transfer from the
University of Dayton,
Where he started center
during his freshman and
Illinois State and Nevada-
Las Vegas. UNLV was
ranked in the top 20 in a
pre-season UPI poll.
Also coming up for the
Rainbows is the ..Rainbow
-44seseife----Csetwes-
Little, the answer to that and the-F77 more corn- -featuring tradritona I 
S. Carolina IS. Harvard
petition " krfli Wells ̀ The — Wsketball powers Arizona yvv4virt'a. cot 78, Citade,„11,831., N.4,,,Codis, -
son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy State and Tennessee.
Wells , of Murray, Wells "I'll have a chance to- 
W Kentucky 56, Mississippi Coil. 33
MIDWEST
playeti basketball 4or- -Prove -myself against some -4- '-ersoosey IS Dueler Be
Calloway County High very good players," said DePaul IS. E. Michigan
 68
the 22-year-old Wells. "
The Rainbovis will open
their 1978 season on the
road in Provo, Utah, Nov.
24, when they face
Brigham Young's Cougars,
favorites to take the
Western Athletic Con-
ference.
Hawaii makes its first
home stand Dec. 8 against
the University of Portland.
It seeks to improve upon a
1-26 '77-'78 mark.
 Sports 
Murray State Looking For First
Win Against Choctaws Tonight
• By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Mississippi College — a
school of 3,500 students
located in Clinton, Miss., and a
member of the Gulf South
Conference. Anything sound
impressive so far?
If not, try a 22-7 1977-78
record that earned it a GSC
title and a berth in the
Division II national tour-
nament. Coach Doug Hines
brings those credentials into
the Sports Arena tonight for a
7:30 p.m. clash with Murray
State.
The Choctaws were un-
defeated heading into last
night's game with Western
Kentucky in Bowling Green.
The Hilltoppers were picked
as the second-best team in the
Ohio Valley Conference in a
preseason coaches' poll, but
they barely squeezed out a 56-
53 decision.
All of which seems to make
the Racers and coach Ron
Greene's search for their first
victory anything but a cinch.
Murray State, 0-2, was sur-
prised by Tennessee Wesleyan




Racer teams have played 12
times in the past, and Murray
has won 11 41f them. The
Choctaws lone victory was a
70-62 triumph last season. .
The Choctaws' four vie-
. _lutes have. come_ a the sis-
• ----penstr-




University, 51-50, a fellow GSC
member. The latter two wins
earned Mississippi College the
title in its invitational tour-
nament last weekend.
6-5 junior Hilton Harrell has
been the big gun for the
Choctaws thus far. He owned a
17-point average heading into
last night, but upped it with a
n-point performance that led
all scorers.
Western Kentucky jumped
to an 8-0 lead, but Mississippi
College outscored the
Hilltoppers 18-0 over the next
ten minutes and took a 21-14
halftime lead.
Western finally tied the
game aL51-all at the 1:34 mark
and took the lead for good with
38 seconds left. Senior guard
Greg Jackson led the 'Topper
scoring with 18 points.
Probable starters tonight
against the Racers include
Harrell and junior David
Mackey at forwards,
sophomore Mike Hurst and
junior Matthew Evans at the
guards and senior Robert
Felder at center.
Felder, the only returning
the
Murray Ledger 8t Times
starter from last 'ear,
averages 16.5 points a game,
Hurst, 12.3; Evans, 8.0; and
Mackey:10.0.
Last year's team was the
best in Mississippi College
modern history. It finished 13-
in league play, including a
victory at Livingston late in
the season to sew up the title,
and advanced to the NCAA
Divison II South Central
Regionals before losing.
Tonight's game will mark
the first of six games over a
12-day period for the Racers.
They face New Orleans
Thursday, Samford Saturday,
then return for four straight
home games.
Probable starters, their
position and averages foi
Murray include Roy Taylor,
guard, 17.0; Tom Adams,
guard, 4.0; John Randall,
forward, 14.0 and Keith
Oglesby, center, 8.5. The other
forward spot will be filled by
either Alan Mann (7.5) or
Herman Boyd (0.0).
Wildcats Romp In Record Fashion
By the Associated Press
Kentucky Coach Joe B. Hall
knows his team isn't the
greatest, at least not yet.
"What is exciting to me as a
coach is that there is so much
room for improvement," said
Hall, after watching his
defending national champions
demolish West Texas State
121-67 Monday night.
"I enjoyed the game as
moth as the spectators," he
added. -We still showed
selfishness at times and we
need more poise, but I can't
ask for more hustle. We won
on guts and determination."
Those qualities .are. ad-
mirable, but they don't
pecessarily make for a title
contender. Kentucky, after
losing players like Jack
Givens, Rick _iVbe&Arite n
last: year's NCAA winner, is
ranked only 10th in the latest
AP college. basketball poll.
41- Hall knows that with a game
against Kansas on Saturday
and subsequent games against
Indiana, Texas A&M and
Notre Dame, • his club will
have ample opportunity to
prove itself.
LaVon Williams and Dwight
Anderson scored 17 points
apiece and Fred Cowan added
16 as Kentucky recorded the
largest point total in the
threeyear history of Rupp
Arena.
In other games involving
nationally ranked teams, No. 3
Notre Dame overpowered
Rice 105-61, No. 5 Kansas beat
Boise State 82-68, No. 12 "SU
defeated intrastate rival
Tulane 109-85, No. 14 North
Carolina topped Detroit 93-76
and No. 15 Nevada-Las Vegas
trimmed No. 19 Maryland 94-
88.
Notre Dame shot 63 percent
from the field in routing Rice,
with Bruce Flowers leading
the way with 17 points. The
Irish, who enKed a 46-24
rebate/nil-4 •'éThcoreif the—
final four points of the first
half and the first 15 of the
second to break the game open
at 65-36.
Guard Darnell Valentine
scored 18 of his 20 points in the
second -half as Kansas turned
back Boise. State. The Wild-
cats led 48-38 at halftime and
built the margin as high as 21
in the second half.
Sophomore DeWayne Scales
scored a career-high 31 points
and grabbed 14 rebounds and
Al Green added 26 points as
ISU topped Tulane by scoring
a school-record 70 points in the
second half. The Tigers,4-0,
shot 63 percent from the field.
Mike O'Koren scored 26
points to help North Carolina
defeat Detroit. The Tar Heels'
press caused five steals that
helped North Carolina build a
27-15 lead in the first half.
Nevada-Las Vegas, utilizing
a full-court press for about
half the game, came up with
15 steals and forced the Terps
into 30 turnovers in the night's
only battle of nationally
ranked teams.
Elsewhere, Cedric Hodge
scored 26 points and Jith
Graziano added 21 to lead
South Carolina to an 85-71
victory over Harvard; Joe
Barry Carroll had 19 points to
lead five Purdue players In
dovble figures as the
Boilermakers rolled over
Northern Colorado 91-57;
and Al Daniel scored 30 points
















- this year's team.
"We've had more in-
tensity this past week in
_practice. The guys are
rittfrirkWf-oTtiiffitittrairi-
School from 1970-74. •
He looks forward to the
tough schedule this year
because he is a competitor.
"I wouldn't mind it if the
schedule were rougher
still," said the articulate
Wells, who is majoring in
elementary education.
Indeed, Hawaii faces
another rugged season with
the likes of such highly-
rated teams as Brigham



















Regular Price $2.99 O
This item featured at
our original price
when we opened in 1969









Monday's College Basketball &MSS
EAST
Cantatas 80, Cornell 75
Catholic 71, St. Joseph's,Pa. 70
Northeastern 76, Brandeis 58
W Virginia Tech 78, W. Virginia St, 67
SOUTH
Austin Prey 72, Wis.-River Falls 52
Davidson n, Brown 58
Dayton 72, E. Kentucky 70
Florida St., 71, Auburn 70
Furman 91, UNC-Charlotte 73
George Mason 61, Howard 56
Jacksonville ft, Cameron 73
Kentucky 121, W Texas St. 67
Loomis% St. 109, Tulane Si
Mercer 112, Presbyterian 68
Mississippi 100, Bowling Green 79
*North Carolina 93, Detroit 76
—
Drake IS, Iowa St. 77
Grand Valley St. 71, W. Michigan 70
Indiana St 7$, Illinois St. 76
Kansas ra. Boise St. 98
N. Illinois 91, Baltimore 68
Notre Dame 1%, Rice 61
Purdue 91, N. Colorado 57
Win.-Milwaukee 78. McNeese St 81
• SOUTHWEST -
Ark 'Pins Bluff 91, Jackson St. 90
Baylor 109, N. Texas St. 102, OT
Houston 120, St. Mary's, Texas 80
Texas A&M 86, Oral Roberts 79
Texas-Arlington 75, St. Edward's 56
FAR WEST
Air Force 64, NE Louisiana 60
Denver 79, N. Arizona 73
Montana St. IS. W. Illinois 619
New 'Las Vegas 94, Maryland 89
Oregon St. 74, Utah 56
Pepperdlne 73, Oregon 68
Portland 91, Gonsaga 76
St. Mary's, Calif. 82, Humboldt St 64
San Diego 74, Taylor College 69
Utah St. 94, S. Dakota St 76
Washington Vt, Montana 44
Westminster, Utah ft Montana Tech 92
Wis.-Partelde 53, Fresno St 46




Coppin St 9t Lincoln, Pa. 76 -





Copies horn our new,
low-cost 695 Dry Copierlre
something else They're
rich. black Solids are
completely filled Some say
they look as if they ve been







ONLY on caw TELEVISION 







Now on Cable Channel 13, Murray
Cablevision viewers will see Coma
starring Genevieve Bujold and
Michael Douglas; On Location; Alan King
Goes To Queens; Lee Remick and
Richard Burton in The Medusa Touch;-
plus White Buffalo and Pony Express Rider.
You'll see more of the Free Preview
each night through December 10. 'Or-
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ltus must be written in a
burry become it is about the
Iriumisnien of sound in a
hint -!• d ernipie!es_ . in the
lound-aberplabi Dela are con-
tinually eandacting tests and
making ihredineovery after an-
other. -
Therefore, no Metter *hat
you read here and anywhere
else, if you plan to have a
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CUSTOM ,y I i
n RAI/ Tap 4r
HOUSE
Oxen the palms ef mead. in-
vestigate Obi West wines for
its mitre' right Nile der mo-
ment construction sings.
While methods Iseliridhog
sound are chea(ag, an. fact
has remained firm throughout
the years It IS easier to control
the noise • inside a house or
within a room than it is to keep
it out That's partly because
there are many outside noises
about which you can do nothing
and which, fortunately, are not
always persistent. Mostly.
Moat, its because inside
sounds come from you, your
family and the things around
you and will yield to proper
treatment,
Sound waves become what
we consider noise when they
bounce off walls. ceilings and
anything that is non-absorbent
That's why your voice sounds
so powerful in a shower stall.,
When the waves strike soft,
non-absorbent materials, some
of the sounds are muffled. In a
room with many of these mate-
rials — such as drapes, carpets
and upholstered furniture — the
sounds are not distracting or
annoying. The quieting effects
are even more noticeable when
there are certain types of
sound-absorbent ceilings and
walls.
If there are noises in a room
above, the acoustical tiles on
your ceilings will keep out
some of them. But those noises
FREE CHIMNEY INSPECTIONS
Find out for certain if your chimney or
stove is coated with dangerously flammable
creosote! This offer good in Calloway Coun-
ty only+
Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps
159-4878
Member Murray Chamber of Commerce
1
will be more effectively muted
if the-room upstairs has a thick
carpet on the floor From 15 to
30 percent of the sound will be
absorbed and not heard down-
stairs, depending on the new-
ness, thickness and makeup of
the carpeting If there are oth-
er sound-absorbing items in the
same coign._ the sound rever-
berations will be kept to a nun-
As for outside noises, you can
du something about them, but
only to a degree Air-condi-
tioned houses are easier to
keep quiet because the windows
are always closed. Double-glass
windows, thick rows of shrubs
and trees also are effective in
keeping out noise.
Thinking about building a
house' Consider spending
something extra to install walls
especially built to absorb
sound. There are many ways to
do this, so ask your architect or
builder to tell you about them,
being sure his knowledge is up-
to-date One method calls for
filling the cavities between
studs with insulation. Another.
more effective, is to have the
walls built with staggered sets
of studs so that wall surfaces
are not in direct contact with
each other. There also are spe-
cial materials for use between
walls and as walls when sound
absorption is important.
ilturty-five house problems
are discussed in Andy Lang's
handbook, "Practical Home Re-
pairs," which can be obtained
by sending $1.50 to this news-
paper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J.
07666.)
The Dominican friar Gal-
fridus Granunaticus Geoffrey
the Grammarian ) completed
his "Promptorium Parvulo-
rum," ('Storehouse for the
Little Ones,") around 1440. In
this manuscript, English words
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HA 104 7 Ft
THIS THREE-BEDROOM home is designed for a large
fernlike., with a small budget. Corner rooms have cross-
ventIfiltion. and a screen porch doubles as an outdoor dining
room as well as an extension of the living room of this
1,140-square-foot house. For more information on Plan
HA1067R, write—enclosing a stamped. self-addressed
envelope—to architect Jan Reiner. 1000 52nd St. North, St.
Petersburg, Fla., 33710.
Here's the Answer [gg
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I am getting old and
have to admit that I don't
make changes very easily. I
have always maintained that
painting with a roller is never
as good as painting with a
brush, but after seeing a job
with a roller recently I have
decided to use one when I paint
my living room in a few weeks.
Is there anything particular I
should know about using a roll-
er that will help me get a good
result?
A. — If you haven't bought a
roller yet, tell the hardware
dealer what you plan to use it
for and he will select the prop-
er type of cover. As for using
the roller, follow certain funda-
mentals and you are certain to
ste,"-1/t172--' tdie-44inotficishetr IBlr—'46106;
loading the roller in the paint
tray, removelphe excess by roll-
ing it over the higher and drier
surface of the tray,... Roll back
and forth with only the lightest
pressure, moving slowly and
letting the roller do the work.
Use an edging roller or trim
brush to paint the edges of the
walls and ceiling before using
the full-roller. Move from a dry
area into a wet one, blending
the laps slightly. On a wall, roll
upward with even strokes at
first; you can vary the direc-
tion after that, but make the
first strokes upward. And don't
spin the roller at the end of a -
stroke or you'll get sprayed.
Q. — I have to remove some
resilient floor tiles. I know this
can be done. by heating the tiles
-orty chipping them out after
applying, dry ice to them.
Frankly, I am a bit afraid to
try either method, beeeuse I
,uuru-anautheaz 
adhesive, but be sure to state
that the installation is on con-
crete.
Home Hints—
Makers Offers Wide Furniture Range
By ELAINE Q. BARROW
AP Newsfeatures
Has consumerism gamed a
stronger voice in home furnish-
ings?
More than ever before, manu-
facturers seem to be reaching
Ill accommodate a wider spect-
rum of personal tastes.
At the recent Southern Furni-
ture Market in High Point N.C.,
the trend could be defined as
something for everyone.
Living root* and bedroom
furruture encompass a choice
from lath Century and Victo-
rian to Traditional and Contem-
porary
One exhibitor presented a
blending of historical design
with the best of today to avoid
"faddish" styles and to .provide
furniture to weather a, wide
range of taste fluctuations.
Darrell Ferguson, vice presi-
dent and general manager of
Drexel Heritage, says "Claisic
styling adapted to modern-day
needs for smaller scaling and
multi-functionality almost as-
sures timeless quality for home
furnishing."
An example is a go-with-any
style cocktail table "which dupli-
cates the lines of an lath Centu-
ry court, piece with a beveled
glass top and detailed walnut
base. Another highlight was an
unabashed copy of a Louis XV
arm chair
The firm's upholstery fabrics,
however, drew a less rigid dis-
tinction between traditional and
contemporary patterns. Dra-
matic contrasts are achieved
with creams, corals, grayed
greens and gold — with red
considered the dominant color.





Murray, Ky. 42071 753-4150
We Build Brick or Stone Wood Burning
Fireplaces Featuring:
Smoke Free Guarantee
25 lit ar Warranty & Protection Plan
One Day Installation
No Foundation Required
Over 150 Models Available
had ate or oat from wry wear it wit Soo week* lowish es &Wig
piss gloss sasses, bowie reeds. a weed Beeves ant nista Olh
item. '
rics was noted by still another
firm Counting on colors, pat-
terns and textures to set the
"mood" in a room, the selec-
tion ranges in color from
shrimp and celaidon green to
pewter and electric blue, in
flora's, stripes and small-pat-
terned French prints. Textures
include smooth silks, nubby
weaves and leather.
Newest is the suede leather
"Suede leather is a natural
for furniture styling, just as it
has been for fashion apparel,"
says Jack Krayer, president of
Montgomery. "It is sophis-
ticated and elegant, yet it also
can be casual. And it is ex-
tremely durable."
But, he added, -The intrinsic
shape of an upholstered piece
will always be the most impor-
tant part of a buying decision."
So tar it would be only specu-
lative to judge how many buy-
ing decisions also will be affect-
ed by the inCrealing number ut
big name designers — such as
Angelo Donghia, John Masche-
rom and Ristomatti Rau --
moving into the retail market
At the same time, many
manufacturers are relying on
the' identity of their brand
names and &tiding items to ap-
peal to space economy and oth-
er conveniences.
Creating a "total environ-
ment' bedroom was the eon:-
cvni of Richard A Singer,
president of l'Ouniteu, who says,
"People spend at least one-
third of their lives in their bed-
room, yet there's been very lit-
tle personalized decorating."
lobe Smith Linda McKinney
• From Gallery of Homes Agent, Linda McKinney
INGREDIENTS FOR INVESTMENT
Housing prices have gone up steeply since the
mid-60's for two basic reasons. First, the shortage of
new savings made it difficult to finance private
housing, and the number of new housing units built
each year was far below that what it should have
been. Since there is a steady growth in population,
this puts pressure on our housing reserves and
prices rise.
Second, there have been inflationary increases in
the labor and materials costs that go into building a
house. In most urban areas, land values continue to
go up each year, loci. Historically, real estate values
have always increased faster than the cost of living.
Thus, it is an excellent inflation hedge.
So here are the ready-made ingredients for a
good investment. We all need housing of some
kind, and according to the experts, the price of
housing will continue to.go even higher, though









ertect. Is there any Vier, way
these tiles can. be !--Irom -.-
the floor? •
A. — Yes, but it requires it"'
lot of elbow grease-. Buy or rent
&tile scraper, which consists of
a blade on a long handle. a
kind of giant putty knife. Insert
the scraper blade between the
seams of two adjoining tiles
and force it downward and
slightly sideways until one of
the tiles is loosened a bit. From
then on it's a case of scraping
off the tiles and cement as you
might scrape peeling paint
from the side of a house. It's
not a good idea to use this
method in the unlikely possi-
bility the tiles are cemented to
a wood subfloor.
Q. — What kind of cement
must be used to install asphalt
tiles on a smooth concrete
floor?! have some cement left
over from a vinyl tile floor I
put down a couple of years age.
Can that br used?
A. —.Not likely. Asphalt tiles
generally require a tar-like ad-
hesive that differs from the ce-
ment used for vinyl tiles. The
store where you purchase the
tiles will give you the proper
Big Savings At Home Center
Savings Up To 30% Off Our Regular
Low Price In Stock Carpet
Green Sculptured Rubber Back 
Tangerine Short Shag Jute .. . . ...
Gold Saxony Jute 
Soh Gold Saxony Jute 
Chocarle Plush Jute 
Was $445 Now $2.95
Was $390 Now $2.95
svas$4 so Now $2.95
Was 14,95 Now $4.50
11-•-•-• A-A-Was $495 Now $4.50
Many More To Choose From
We always have bargains - Now we have
a bargain on our bargain.
GOOD SELECTION






















Glidden's BEST LATEX wall paint...
Strong on quality and lasting good looks
• Latex formula dries in
30 minutes to a uniform
flat finish
• Covets most previously
painted surfaces in a
single coat
• Durable, scrubbable finish
stays fresh-looking for years
• Handles hard-to-reach paint jobs with ease
• Use on wood or metal furniture
• Contains no fluorocarbons—won't
harm atmosphere
The convenience of latex, the
durability of enamel !
• Durable, washable
finish
• Rich low luster
sheen











Sale Starts Dec. 5 through Dec. 13
I Black's Decorating Center 1
ari .m• _upen---mon.-4-71-.71414, gat.B.T2 - •
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•
Tony Wells, who played high school basketball at Calloway County, hopes to help Hawaii's Rain








What's 80 inches long and
Unlocks doors? ' •
Well., if you're University
tarn/
one is easy - Tony petition," said Walls. The basketball powers Arizona Virginia Commonwealth 82; Methodist
(James) Wells.. son of Mr.. and Mrs. Billy
• Tony is -the key to the Wells of Murray, Wells_
Rainbow season," said played basketball for
Little of the 6-8 center, last Calloway County High
year's leading scorer and School from 1970-74.
rebounder. He looks forward to the
Wells finished last season tough schedule this • year
with a solidc 14.8 scoring because he is a competitor.
average and 7.3 rebounding "I wouldn't mind it -if the
schedule were rougher
still," said the articulate
Wells, who is majoring in
elementary education.
Indeed, Hawaii faces
another rugged season with
the likes of such highly-
rated reams as Brigham
Young, New Mexico State,
average, marks that could
be surpassed this year
thanks to nine returning
lettermen and six talented
newcomers.
A transfer from the
University of Dayton,
where he started center
during his freshman and
state and Tennessee.
"I'll have a chancejo
prove myself against some
very good players," said
the 22-year-old Wells.
The Rainbows will open
their 1978 season on the
road in Provo, Utah, Nov.
24, when they'' face
Brigham Young's Cougars,
favorites to take the
Western Athletic Con-
ference.
Hawaii makes its first
home stand Dec. 8 against
the University of Portland.











"We've had more in-
tensity this past week in Also coming up for the
'practice, The guys are Rainbows is the Rainbow.
 •Sports 
Murray State Looking For First
,Win Against Choctaws Tonight
- 
The Choctaws were 
. 
un-
defeated heading into last
night's game with Western
Kentucky in Bowling Green.
The Hilltoppers were picked
as the second-best team in the
Ohio Valley Conference in a
preseason coaches' poll, but
they barely squeezed out a 56-
53 decision.
All of which seems to make
the Racers and coach Ron
map Greene's search for their first
victory anything but a cinch.
Murray State, 0-2, was sur-
prised by Tennessee Wesleyan




Racer teams have played 12
times in the past, and Murray
has won 11 of them. The
Choctaws lone victory was a
70-62 triumph last season.
The Choctaws' four- vic-
tories. him come .
pense of MilLsaps Coe
( Miss.), 7948; Bell Haven
( Miss.), - 71.:55; Christian
Southern College (Memphis),
69-67; and Livingston
University, 51-50, a fellow GSC
member. The latter twd wins
earned Mississippi College the
Illinois State and Nevada-
Las Vegas. UNLV was .
ranked in the top 20 in a
pre-season UPI poll.
-Eowitiretit firefithilluisni-CtInste---Pet
-Little, the answer to that.-- the JeatirinJrad,4tIoiI
ar-----48-Hiroltna M. Barrett n _!
Monday's College Basketball Scores
kssi
Canlalus 60, Cornell 75
• Catholic 71.; St. Joseph's,Pa. 70
Northeastern 76, Brandeis 58
W Virginia Tech 78, W. Virginia SL .67
SOUTH
Austin Peay Falls 52
Davidson 75, Brown 58
Dayton 72, E. Kentucky 70
Florida St. 71, Auburn 70
Furman Si, UNC-Charlotte 73
George Mason 61, Howard 56
Jacksonville 83, Cameron 73
Kentucky 121, W. Texas St. 67
Louisiana St. 109, Tula% 85
Mercer 112, Presbyterian 68
Mississippi 100, Bowling Green 78
North Carolina 93, Detroit 76 .















This item featured at
our original price
when we Opened in 1969
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Mississippi College - a
school of 3,500 students
located in Clinton, Miss., and a
member of the Gulf South
Conference. Anything sound
impressive so far?
If not, try a 22-7 1977-78
record that earned it a GSC
title and a berth in the
Division if national tour-
nament. Coach Doug Hines
brings those credentials into
the Sports Arena tonight for a
7:30 p.m. clash with Murray
State.
47
W. Kentucky 56. Mississippi Coll 53
MIDWiST
Bradley 89, Butler 80
DePaul 96-, E. Michigan 68
Drake 86, 16wa St. 77
Grand Valley St. 71, W. Michigan 70
Indiana St 78. Minus St 76
Kansas 82. Boise St 68
N Illinois $1, Baltunore 68
Notre Dame 105, Rice 61
Purdue 91, N. Colorado 57
Win -Milwaukee 78, McNeese St 61
SOUTHWEST
Ark -Pine Bluff 91, Jackson St 90
Baylor 109, N. Texas St. 102, OT
Houston 120, St. Mary's. Texas 60
Texas A&M 85, Oral Roberts 79
Texas-Arlington 75, St Edward's 56
FAR WEST
Mr Force 64, NE Louisiana 60
Denver 78, N. Arizona 73
Illantlea St_ 86, W flhInou89
lignelja Vegas 94, Maryland 88
Oregon St- 71, Wen 56
Pipperdlne 73, Oregon 68
Portland 91. Gonzaga 76
St. Mary's, Calif. 82, Humboldt 31. 54
San Diego 76, Taylor College SS
Utah St. St, S. Dakota St 76
Washington 56, Montana 44
Westminster, Utah ta, Montane Tech 13
ita-Parkside 56, Fresno St. 411




Cowin St 91, Lincoln, Pa 78





Copies from our new.
low-cost 695 Driaapier are
something else They're
rich, black Solids are
completely filled Some say
they look as if. they've been
printed See for youtself, no
obligation. Call us
title in its invitational tour-
nament last weekend.
6-5 junior Hilton Harrell has
been the big gun for the
Choctaws thus far. He owned a
I7-point average heading into
last night, but upped it with a
22-point performance that led
all scorers.
Western Kentucky jumped
to an 8-0 lead, but Mississippi
' College' outscored the
Hilltoppers 18-0 over the next
ten minutes and took a 21-14
halftime lead.
Western finally tied the
game at 51-all at the 1:34 mark
and took the lead for good with
38 seconds left. Senior guard
Greg Jackson led the 'Topper
scoring with 18 points.
Probable starters tonight
against the Racers include
Harrell and junior David
Mackey at forwards,
sophomore Mike Hurst .find
junior Matthew Evans at the
guards and senior Robert
Felder at center.
Felder, the only returning
Murray Ledger & Times
starter from last year,
averages 16.5 points a game,
Hurst, 12.3; Evans, 8.0; and
Mackey, 10.0.
Last year's team was the
best in Mississippi College
modern history. It finished 13-
3 in league play, including a
victory at Livingston late in
the season to sew up the title,
and advanced to the NCAA
Divison II South Central
Regionals before losing.
Tonight's game will mark
the first of six games over a
12-day period for the Racers.
They face New Orleans
Thursday, Samford Saturday,
then return for four straight
home games.
Probable starters, their
position and averages for
Murray include Roy Taylor,
guard, 17.0; Tom 'Adams,
guard, 4.0; John Randall,
forward, 14.0 and Keith
Oglesby, center, 8.5. The other
forward spot will be filled by
either Alan -Mann (7.5) -or
Herman Boyd (0.0).
Wildcats Romp In Record Fashion
By the Associated Press
Kentucky Coach Joe B. Hall
knows his team isn't the
greatest, at least not yet.
-What is exciting to me as a
coach is that there is so much
room for improvement," said
Hall, after watching his
defending national champions
demolish West Texas State
121-67 Monday night.
"I enjoyed the game as
much as the spectators," he
added. "We still showed
selfishness at times and we
need more poise, but I- can't
ask for more hustle. We won
on guts and determination."
Those qualities are 'ad-
mirable, but they don't
necessarily make for a title
contender. Kentucky, after
losing players like Jack
Phillips and James Lee from
1A-t year's NCAA winner, is
ranked only 10th in the latest
AP college basketball poll.
Hall knows that with a game
against Kansas on Saturday
and subsequent games against
Indiana, Texas A&M and
Notre Dame, his club will
have ample opportunity to
prove itself.
LaVon Williams and Dwight
Anderson scored 17 points
apiece and Fred Cowan added
16 as Kentucky recorded the
largest point total in the
threeyear history of Rupp
Arena.
In other games involving
nationally ranked teams, No. 3
Notre Dame overpowered
Rice 105-61, No, 5 Kansas beat
Boise State 8248, No. 12 LSU
defeated intrastate rival
Tulane 109-85, No. 14 North
Carolina topped Detroit 93-76
and No. 15 Nevada-Las Vegas
trimmed No. 19 Maryland 94-
88. .
Notre Dame shot 63 percent
from the field in routing Rice,
with Bruce Flowers leading
the way with 17 points. The
..wh?,.".„Neyed a. 46-24 
rebounding edge, . scored the
final four points of the first
half and the first 15 of the
second to break the game open
at 65-36.
Guard Darnell Valentine
scored 18 of his 20 points in the
second half as Kansas turned
back Boise State. The Wild-
cats led 484 at halftime and,
built the margin as high as 21
in the second half.
Sophomore DeWayne Scales
scored a career-high 31 points
and grabbed 14 rebounds and
Al Green added 26 points as
LSU topped Tulane by scoring
a school-record 70 points in the
second half. The Tigers,4-0,
shot 63 percent from the field.
Mike O'Koren scored 26
points to help North Carolina
defeat Detroit. The Tar Heels'
press caused five steals that
helped North Carolina build a
27-15 lead in the first half.
Nevada-Las Vegas, utilizing
a fulr-court press for about
half the, game, came up with
15 steals and forced the Terps
into 30 turnovers in the night's
only battle of nationally
ranked teams.
Elsewhere, Cedric Hodges
scored 26 points and Jim
Graziano added 21 to lead
South Carolina to an 85-71
victory over Harvard; Joe
Barry Carroll had 19 points to
lead five due players in
double figures as the
Boilermakers rolled over
Northern Colorado 91-57;
and Al Daniel scored 30 points
























Now on Cable Channel 13, Murray
Cablevision viewers will see Coma
starring Genevieve Bujold and
Michael Douglas; On Location; Alan King
Goes To Queens;. Lee Remick and
Richard Burton in The Medusa Touch;-
plus White Buffalo and Pony Express Rider.
You'll see more of the Free Preview
each night through December 10. Or-
der before December 11 and save
$15.00.
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Brown Named
At Austin Peay
By the Associated Press
CI A RKSV I LLE , Tenn. -
After meeting today with
lettermen. Austin Pea). State
University 's new football
coach Watson Brown must
select a staff and tut the
recruiting road
Austin Peay Pzesident
Robert 0. Riggs announced
Monday that Brown would
suceeed James "Boots"
Donnelly, who left the
Governors at the close of this




Rickey Posey, a 6-3, 230-
pound offensive lineman from
Russellville High School, has
become the third area prep
football performer to sign a
grant-in-aid with Murray
State University.
Posey started three seasians
for coach Ken Barrett as an
offensive and defensive tackle
and was twice selected first
team All-Western Kentucky
Conference.
Posey served as team
captain of his squad as a
senior and was selected the
top defensive lineman for
Russellville in 1978. Posey was
also a shot put specialist for
Russellville's regional
r•hampinnettip track team last
year.
Posey will probably be used
at offensive guard for the
Racers. He can bench press in
excess of 400 pounds.
Sports Upcoming
Today
Murray State men (0-21' vs Mississippi College; Sports
Arena: 7.30 p.m.
Calloway County boys (2-21, girls (44) vs Marshall
County; away; Brat game, 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
Murray State wanes 04) vs Kentucky ;Sports Arenik7-
p.m.. admission, free.
'Thursday
Murray State at New Orleans University
Murray High girls (14) at Lewes.
Calloway County girls at Farmington.
Friday




, Murray State women vs !Withers Kentucky, Sports
- Arena.
Murray State men vs Samford; Birmingham, Ala.






Tonya Alexander (left) controlled the opening tip and con
tinued to dominate much of the game between Murray High
and Fulton City last night. The Tigers romped to a 51 26
season opening victory. Alexander scored 18 points and grab
bed 23 rebounds. Staffpio(obs Tony Wilson
• _1
A Weary Bear
Chargers Limit Payton, Stedmroll Chicago
By BOB RAST
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO - You got a
son" weary Chicago Bears
running back Walter Payton
rhetorically asked of a
reporter. Well, keep him
Stadium, blowing Chicago
away on the nation's television
screens., 40-7
!The Chargers scored the
first three times they had the
ball and played like vnldrnen
to atone in part for a 23-6
Jusa,froca. football. Its :bp defeat by Kansas Qty_eight.
imickaleikeiolgar_ body lig: 
mess up your life." ' • evened their season record at
Payton's words came 7-7 with two games remaining.
Monday night after the San The Bears dropped to 5-9.
--Diego-Chargers cuemmoduP the. Payteitsvas to-146450
Sears in a National Football yards rushing on 17 carries as
League game at San Diego San Diego completely




KELTON CRU — Crew neck pullover. Six
cables front and back. One _cable on
sleeves. 100% wool. S-M4-XL. 1/12 packing.
Yellow, blue heather, natural, camel, red,
cognac.







dominated each aspect of the
game, controlling the ball for
nearly 37 minutes and rolling
up 481 yards in total offense to
just 112 for the Bears.
Rolf Benirschke kioked-ftte-
field goals. The, first, from 32
Burton to give the Chargers
their 17-0 edge.
"We didn't know how long
Fouts would hold up," San
Diego Coach Don Coryell
-elplained after his star
quarterback connected on 17
.y.ards. rude jyithJea& of 24 Paiss?.$.190/3_8_1Kcks•His
than  tree minutes_gone in the Jwo to4.hdowniiiissea were to
first period. . wide receivers Burton and
The Chargers recovered a rookie John Jefferson.
fumble . by Chicago's Brian was not surprised that
-Raschnagel---on.- the -ensuing they threw the ballasanuch as.
kickoff. That led to a touch- they did because they put him
down on a 1-yard run by Lydell in to throw it, not to run it,"
.Mitchell of the Chargers. Chicago Coach Neill Arm-
On San Diego's third strong conceded. "Everything
pdssession, after a Chicago they did worked well."
punt, Dan Fouts drilled a 16- Armstrong called the fiasco
yard scoring class to Larry "an old-fashioned kicking.
Junior-High Boys
Notch First Wins
The Southwest and Murray
Middle boys basketball teams
picked. up their first victories
in area junior-high action last
night.
Southwest edged North
„ Calloway 46-42, and Murray
Middle bombed Fulton City 38-
16. In girls action, both
Murray Middle and Southwest
kept their unbeaten seasons
-alive with 48-5 and 24-20
decisions, respectively.
Southwest boys 46, North 42
Jeff Butterworth pumped in
16 points and Chris Sheridan
added 15 as the Lakers won
their first game in four starts.
Barry Tebbetts added 12
points for the losers.
Southwest - Jeff But-
terworth., 16; Chris Sheridan,
15; Pat Hicks, 7; Darren
Howard, 6; Monty Ray, 4;
Tracy Carraway, 2.
North Brief, Tebbetts, 12;
Steve Young, 10; Keit,h Lovett,
8; Bruce Lamb, 6:' Rob
Anderson, 4; Darren Paschall,
2.
Southwest girls 24, North 20
Lynn Cothran tossed in 17
points and grabbed 10
rebounds to pace the winners
to their fourth-straight vic-
tory.
Carol Garner and Cindy
Bazzel scored nine points each
1WelL-1.9 
, !ROAM los& • -
led only 24-1* at
br!ak the game open.
Southwest - Lynn Cothran-7
17; Cindy Anderson, 14;
Donna Coles, 4; Melissa
Paschall, 4; Tammy Trease,
4; Rhonda McAlister, 2; Lorri
-Malcolm, 4; Terry Malcolm,
2; Lord Manning, 2; Sandy
Turner, 2.
.Ntorth - Carol Garner,
- Cindy Bonet, 9; Wilder, 2.
91);
MM girls 48, Fulton City 5
Glenda Fox' 16 points paced
the Tigers to their third win
without a loss at Fulton City.
Donna Rousse chipped in eight
for the winners, who led 23-0 at
the half.
Velvet Jones added 10 steals
and Jill Rurkeen grabbed four
rebounds for Murray Middle.
Murray Middle -- Glenda
Fox, 16; Donna Rousse, 10;
Mel Kelly, 8; Vervet Jones, 3;
Monica Greene, 3; Raysha
Roberts, 2. •
Fulton City - Whitesell, 5;
Davis, Smith, Farrell, Clark.
MM boys 36. Fulton City 16
Tim Brown and Jimmy
Weet poured in 12 and 8 points,.
respectively, to give ..the
Tigers their first triumph
against two losses.
Murray Middle - Tim
Brown, 12; Jimmy-West, 8; Al
Wells, 6; Robert Billington 6..
Johq Mark Billington, 2; lyle 
Fulton City - Dean. - 7
---RatfleM,'"`TMWItMli; Irrr(rs-7- • .-"Iftia"I'rt''
4
ihe tuilf idgroutsiorealtieth
17-0 in the third quarter to
Alexander, Washer Lead
Murray High in Opener
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
No real celebrating went on
after the game; just a sense of
relief by coach Rick Fisher
after his Murray High girls
basketball team had played -
and won its season opener
against Fulton City last night.
The Bulldogs was unim-
pressive, to say the least.
They entered the game with a
1-4 record, with one of those
losses a 63-36 decision to
Calloway County. Murray
High handed them loss No. 5,
holding the visitors to less
than ten points in every
quarter en route to a 51-26
triumph.
We just wanted to get this
one over with," said Fishet.
"This game shows us what w.e.
have to do, what we have to
accomplish. The games we
have coming up may be too
much for us .toshandle this
early."
The games Fisher spoke of
are against Lowes, last year's
First Region champion,
Thursday; against Christian
County, a strong Second
Region squad, Monday; and
against Fulton County, which
Fisher considers one of the
two best teams. in the region,
Dec. 14.
"They will be tough games
to win, bulArs what we like
for a sche ," said Fisher.
-Playing those types of teams
early will help us during
tournament time later on."
Last night's romp should
have helped the Tigers'
confidence. They jumped to a
30-12 halftime lead, their
biggest lead of the first half,
4n ri were never threatened.
.rajmore center Tonya
Andel: - Muir-AY High
with 20 points and and 23
rebounds. Senior guard Jaina
Washer hit 7 of 17 field-goal
attempts for 16 points. The
pair were the only Tigers to
score in double figures.
• 'I don't know if we're ready
for Lowes," said Fisher. "But
we are as far as desire is
concerned. We got good ef-
forts from 'everyone.
Fulton City outrebounded
Murray 53-52, but the big
discrepancy came in field-
goal shooting. The Tigers hit
19 of  p, just 32 percent, but
were sharpshooters compared
to the ice-cold Bulldogs.
They hit only 9 of 59 tries 115
percent) and had just three
field goals the entire first hall
Alexander paced the Tigers
in the first half, scoring 14
points, and only their inability
to hit consistently from the
field kept the lead from being
any bigger at the half.
Just 13 points were scored
by both teams in the third
quarter, but Murray out-
pointed the visitors 13-9 in the
last quarter for its 25-point
margin.
"We didn't shoot well, ob-
viously, but we still scored 50-
some points. It took us until
after Christmas last year to do
that," said Fisher. Hisr477-'78
• squad. droppe&six -of its first
seven games before bouncing
, back to capture the Fourth
District crown in-March..
Fisher started one senior
( Washer) and four
sophomores, a mixture he
feels will hinder his squad at
first but help it later. "We're
fighting inexperience now,"
he said. -But I thing we will
surprise some people later on
when we come together as a
team."
Fulton City f rush 36, Murray
34
David Schmaltz pumpedln
13 poirits for the Tigers in their
season opener, but Fulton
City's William Jones hit a
layup with less that 10 seconds
left to give his team an un-













Fulton City Barbaro Smith. 5 Connie Burnette 2. Janie Butts. 5




seven for Murray, which led
13-11 at the half.
Falls* City - Barry
Sceurce, 4; Allen Hornra, 10;
Jeff Caldwell, 7; Kevin
Douglas, 4; William Jones, 8;
Shane Brittle, 1; Rick Car-
dwell, 2.
Murray High - David Sch-
maltz, 13; Stuart Alexander,
6; Ronnie Pace, 5; Walter
Payne, 2; David McMillen, 7;
Mike Boggess, 1; Todd
Rutherford, Craig Crawford.
Fulton City 26
fg (go It Ito reb pi
8 /5 • 7 23 2
7 17 2 5 3 2
l 5 • 6 7 1
1 10 1 2 9 /
/ 1 0 1 • 2
1 7  0 0  2 3 
0 2 1 3 1 1
• 0_ 0 1 4 ' I
• 0 2 0 0 1 0
19 59 13 76 ,52 12
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Murray High s Starr Jones scrambles for the ball with Fulton City's Regina Pearson during lost
nights 51-26 victory that opened their season. Murray faces powerful Lowes Thursdbi.-
PUT A RACER UNDER
YOUR TREE OR A
MOUSE IN YOUR
STOCKING.
Fancy. ones. e çr -. un any
time o year. But with gift-
giving season approaching, it's
a _better time than ever to give,
or get,_a • •ne from South
Central : -11's Design Line*
collection.
The Mickey Mouse Phone'
makes a 7eat gift for a child of
any age. Or a real conversation
piece for your den or playroom.
And what loyal alumnus or
hard-core fan could resist the
college model of the Exeter*
phone? With the colors and
mascot of a favorite Kentucky
college emblazoned on the
faceplate. It's available in
Eastern Kentucky, Georgetown,
Kentucky State, Murray State,
University of Kentucky, Univer-
•
Anew
•-•411,•••-..f. •••••,...;•••••••••••••••?. -f --•••.,w4x•••••••••••....• xxx. . -,••••
•
*7:4Est kit mi.bt /411-
ity of Louisville, and Western
entucky models.
When you buy a Design Line
telephone, you'll own the phone
housing' and Bell will own,
maintain, and service the work-
ing parts.
Whether you're looking for a
gift for a friend or for yourself,
be choosey. Get genuine Bell'. -
You can see all the styles and
colors at the PhoneCenter Store,
604 Olive Street.
. •
'Trademark of AT&T Company
Walt Disney Productions Housing produced
by American Telecommunications Corporation
***Housusgs are sold with a six month limited
warranty A. copy of the warranty is availa,ble,
upon request, without charge from thesele-
phone business office. Design Line phones are
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Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 6,1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 1911141
.Cooperative efforts go well
in the a.m., but later you may




)Apr. 20 to May -20)
A social situation that
begins well may not turn out
as anticipated. Keep business
details to yourself, and doa't
expect empathy from others.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Don't let problems in other
areas of life interfere with the
work you have to do. .A
cooperative attitude serves
you well on the job.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22) 480
Others may not be receptive
to your ideas now, but good
will should prevail as long as
you maintain a cheerful at-
titude.
•LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 4/24-icz
Someone may try to sweet-
talk you into seeing their point
of view. If that doesn't work,
expect to see a different side
to their personality.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
A goodbye kiss in the
MISS YOUR PAPER
Subscribers who home not
receivod their Isonso-deliverod
copy of The Marray ledger 4,
Times by S:30 p.m. Matas,  -
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. oa Satur-
days ore urged to call 7531115
ipetwainne710 p:M. mett-0-plir
Monday Friday. or 3:30 p.m.
..,d4 p.m. Saturdays, to heetere
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
most be pieced irp 6 p.m. week
days- et 4 itbo-Setrarrisms M
goarantee delivery.
morning may not be enough to
insure harmony with close
ones. Don't let today's
problems make you in-
sensitive.
LIBRA 
JM-rESept. 23 to Oct. 22) — •
- Be cordial at work today, for
as the day progresses others
may seem ornery. Watch
health, nerves, and careless
remarks, but remain positive.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21( 111/1.V
The day starts out on a
harmonious note, but later,
small obstacles test would-be
friends. A friend may well
deserve the epithet "party
pooper.''
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) e
You can't be in two places at
once, but that's what you may
think others expect of you
today. Duty may call when
you'd rattier Stay at home.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. .19) vi4
Your problem-solving
techniques seem amiss today,
but advice from a friend in the
a.m. will lead to a closer
feeling between you.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Monies due you may be slow
in coming and you may be
reluctant to ask for financial
help, which, perhaps, is just as
well today.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )'(
Affectionate ties at a
distance prosper, but others
close by may find your moods
unfathomable and you may
find them somewhat distant.
YOU BORN TODAY are
more marriage-minded and
domestically inclined than the
typical Sagittarian. You also
have a cheerful willingness to
accept reiponsibility. You'll
find yourself a respected
_member -of, ther-sematunity
once in touch with a message
that reaches the heart of
humankind. With a feeling for
universal principles,- you
gravitate towards the arts and
can make a fine contribution
to humanity in literature, art,
music and the theater.
Planners.
facilities to operate in the city;
- Heard a progress report, and
received a rough draft, of a new land
use element of the city's com-
prehensive plan;
- Talked about some upcoming
hearings dealing with the city's attempt
to apply again for federal community
development fimds.
Zea said the public6safety committee
of Murray City Council has invited
Stewart to Murray to review findings
from a recent traffic survey in Murray
and talk about the impact of creating
some one-way streets in the city.
Zea said also Monday night that DOT
officials may call a public hearing,
possibly early next year, to look again
at a four-taxiing project for Main.
According to officials, that project
surfaced in the early 70s but public
outcry stopped it. Zea said the project
"has gone through the design phases"
and he said the money is available to
start the project.
Some commission members Monday
night said they were concerned they
had not been contacted about the
inseam with Stewart. Consensus was
to call a )(Ant meeting between the
council committee and planning
coninission, possibly on the com-
mission's regular meeting day this
month - Dec 19.
Zea Monday night also reviewed
construction progress on 12th Street. He
said ground breaking could begin next
summer.
The amendment to the city zoning
ordinance allowing for privately owned
outdoor recreational facilities in
Murray, should it be adopted, would
add a new subsection to Article IV of
the ordinance. Go-cart tracks and
miniature golf ranges would be two
examples of facilities coming under the
proposed amendment.
The proposed updated section of the
city's comprehensive plan deals with
land use and outlines such things as
future land use policies and recom-
mendations, and zoning considerations.
And, Zea said the' city will be ap-
plying again for community develop-
ment hinds. A public hearing is slated
)ec. 11 at DouglasCommunity Center
to deal with the grant application.
Official Says Most Growers
Aware Of New Warehouse Law
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The man in charge of en-
forcing a new state law
requiring equal treatment for
tobacco growers by
warehouses believes most
growers are aware of the law
despite few complaints of
discrimination.•
Assistant Attorney General
Ray Larson, whose office is
charged with enforcing the
law, says there was only one
formal complaint of
discrimination during the first
_
--"Tiiieief,-Turson conceded
a better impression of the
law's impact will be obtained
after the selling season ends.
"It will be after the season












"I think most growers are
aware of the law," Larson
said. "We are 'getting a lot of
feedback with a lot of
questions for clarification."
The 1978 General Assembly
passed the law which requires
that all growers must be given
equal treatment by
warehouses. The law replaced
a 40-year-old statute
prohibiting rebates and other
special • privileges, by
warehouses aimed at at-
tracting customers.
The new law allows
warehouses to offer such
Itiogs.....aa„iscountsi • on .„
V-=•ehouse fees or freehiuline
of tobacco to market, but
requires, that all growers must
be offered the same in- .
ducements.
Small growers had charged
that the old law was ignored
by the warehouses for larger
' growers; And the
warehousemen located near
the state border claimed they
were hurt by out-of-state
warehouses that offered the
rebates.
Larson said his budget for
enforcing the law is limited
and that he has only one in-
Purchase Area
Hog Market
-AoleriZ-tuk _mai •te ket News Service
-Tti4r1,10713-
4Centecky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations •1
—.Receipts: Act. 473 Est. 450 Barrows &




US 22110440 lbs as 75-49 25
US 3-3 240450 I bs $47.75-48.75
US 24 300-2130 lbs 546.75-48.75
Saws
USI-2 270-350 tbs  838.00-3950
US 14 3004241hs. 53700-3800
ta 1-3 454-500 Mk. 238.00-35.00
US 1-3500-650 Ito 139.0041.00
I.78 2-3 300-500 tbs. 83600-37 OC
Boars 30 00-32.00
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local inbred at
Desk EDT. today, (grabbed to die
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
Corp.. of Murray, are as follows:
Industrial Average... ........ 4 3.03
,
Air Products • 24 -k
American Motors 5% unc
Ashland Oil 494 +1's
American Telephone PP,. uric
Bonanza .... .......  54H 51-, A
Chrysler - .04 -4
Ford Motor 41% -%
G. A F.  .... 11% unc
General Care 12%B 12%A
General Dynamics 41% 4-1
General Motors . • 55% +',
General Ttre 
Goodrich  16'. unc
Hardees  11*.. unc
Heublein  28% 4's
IBM 2354 +2
Pennwalt 33% 4's





1/404w4\ What's Coming To The -,409y4N
QUICK QUICK
STOP Arch On 641 North? STOP
\r/;;Drj \;DO/
top in anytime before or af-
ter work, it's convenient.
We have a- Deli-Self-Service,
  Gas and Groceries. ()pen
-
distributed to the warehouses_
--by —peism- "Met-- from—the-
Agriculture Department's
Division of Weights and
Measures as they checked the
scales at the warehouses.
The posters encourage
people who suspect a violation
of the law to report it to the
attorney general's office. ,
Larson said the one com-
plaint so far is beifig looked
into, but said he could not
discuss details of it while the
matter is under investigation.
Stovall..
the fund.
list administration sources had a
contradictory version.
Gordon Duke, director cd the Office
for Policy and Management, said the
first request for information from the
lieutenant governor's office came the
day before Thanksgiving and was filled
six days later.
Duke said the data delivered was "a
2's-to 3-foot stack of information."
Duke said the next request came last
Thursday and that much of the in-
hmination sought was delivered to the
liNitenant governor's office Friday and
Saturday.
The governor, commenting through
his press secretary's office, added:
"I find it difficult to believe that the
lieutenant governor is only now making
efforts to obtain information she should
have obtained and analyzed in order to
make a reasoned decision to call the
General Assembly into session."
Carroll already has labeled Mrs.
Stovall's special session call as
irresponsible.
He said today Wet his staff will
cooperate as fully with Atkins as it has
with the lieutenant governor's office.
Both Atkins and Mrs. Stovall are
Democratic candidate44ar governor
next year, and bon?' are anti-
administration, Mrs. Stovall more
mildly 
Carroll was in Georgia at a training
Zeta Omicron Chapter of Pi
Delta Phi, a society composed
of honor students studying
French, will sponsor a
gathering centered around
Christmas in France on
Thursday,Dec. 7, Bert Ball,
moderator of the chapter said
today.
The gathering will be at the
'home of Christine Walker on
Main Street. Mrs. Walker is a
vestigator to send into the,
field. He said his main em-
phasis has been on education.
"We were unable to hire a
ton of people," Larson said.
"So we spent a lot on com-
municating to the farmers
through the local ASCS
(Agriculture Stabilization and
Conservation Service) offices
and through posters, two of
which are in each warehouse
in the state."
Larson said 150,000 flyers
describing the law were
distributed to the ASCS of-
fices, while the posters were _native of France.




of saints, called saintons.
Those attending will also
sing French Christmas carols,
called cantiques de Noel. Also,
French pastries, buches de
Noel, will be served to those
attending, Ball said.
Zeta Omicron Chapter of Pi
Delta Phi is open to honor
students in French at Murray





new governors Nov. lk
when Mrs. Stovall called the speciar-
legislative session for Dec. 11.
Monday, the governor was in Las
Vegas to address a meeting of the
National Association of Insuran •
Commissioners.
Vinson...
(Continned From Page One)
Vinson said, "After I have made my
official announcement for Com-
missioner of Agriculture - early in
new year - I plan to discuss these
points in detail with farmers, business
leaders and consumers of Kentucky."
Born in Murray October 4, 1924f
Vinson is an air Force veteran of World
War H. His wife is the former Anne
Stephens of Lexington, Ky. Mr. and
Mrs. Vinson and their 19-year-old son,
Mark, reside at their home at 310 Oak -
Dale Drive, Murray.
Vinson has a Bachelor of Science'
degree in agriculture from Murray'
State University and a Master of
Science in agriculture from the
University of Kentucky. He is a
member of the Baptist Church, a 32nd.
degree Mason, and a member of the-
Farm Bureau. Currently he is Director
of Alumni Affairs at his alma mater;
Murray State, where he has headed the -
activities of some 24,000 graduates of '
that institution since October 15, 1968. ;
interested in the French
culture, Ball said. Tarpley
Jones is president of the MSU
chapter.
For those wanting further
Includes:





gathering Thursday or +
would like further information





Doing business without advertising is like
winking at a girl in the dark...
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Cone by Murray I.urr-
ber Co. Thursday af-
ternoon between 1:00
and 5:00 for a FREF
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Q0D LOVES AND WANTS to
help you Call Bible Facts,
7p-4600 
`GOD IS LOVE, If you would
like to know anything about
'the Bible, cal 759 4600 24




contact Holman Jonas, 217 S
13th  phone 753 pla 
STILL HAVE a tew dates
open for December wed-
, dings Make your
arrangements early. Finest
. in wedding photography.
• Carters Studio. 753429a. -
-WE NOW HAVE THE Love  
j Studio negatives. If you had
'pictures made at Love's
;during the past 25 -years, we
;can supply you with reprintSf
Carter Photographic Studio,





7-• Tree - 20 SUbstance
• -22 Near












31 Merchants 49 Spiral
10 Train 93 Makes less
43 Man-s,pick- bright
name 54 Nothing
45 Diphthong 56 Meadow
47 Recorded ' 57 Tree








































Would you like to spon-
sor ...a Christmas
basket for a needy
family? If so, please





YOUR NEED is Our conceen.
NEEDLINE. 7534333. 
3. CARD OF THANKS
WE WANT TO thank
everyone who helped in
anyway with the Christmas
bazaar. Your help was truly
appreciated. Dewards
Chapel Church. 
WE WOULD LIKE to thank
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, administrator,
Stuart Poston, Dr. Clark, Dr.
Lowery, and all the nurses
for their loyal services while
staying in the hospital
Thank you, John, Tom, and
Della Taylor, Rt.4, Murray,
KY.
WE CANNOT, begin to ex
press how. much we ap
preciate all the prayers,
flowers, cards and calls we --
received during the death of
our baby "Carrie Beth". -A
special iithanks to Bro. Fil
Boston ftlir his comforting
words and .visits to the
hospital. We also want to
thank Dr.'s Jones, Cook, and
Green and all the nurses for
their concern and kindness.
We also want to take this
, time to thank everyone for
ttle baby gifts we received at
our shower. May God's'
richest biessings-----tre--
everyone of • you for he
kindrIss shown to us during
our time of sadness. Ricky
and Wyvonne Rudolph.
S. LOST & FOUND 
FOUND. DALMAT1ON dog,
about 1 year old on Murray
State Campus_ Phillip Gage,
767 24.54.
FEMALE BLACK and tan
German Shepherd, lost. -
Answers to the name Kristy.
Call 753-7971 at ter 4:30 pm. 
LOST: MALE minature
Schnauzer, in the vicinity of
Glendale Road and Dogwood
Drive. Children's pet. 753-
6862. 
LOST - PAIR of( ladieS
eyeglasses Large frame,'
multicolored. 753-5425, 
6. HELP WANTED 
ADDRESSERS WANTED,
irratediately. Work at home.:
no experience necessary....
excellent pay. Write
American Service. 8350 Park
Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX .‘
75231. 
KOMSEK.EE-PC-ft-.- -GatLie44astx-
5 pm, 753-15.40. -
6. HELP V4ANTED 12. INSUR;.NCE 
COMPUTER PROGRAMER
BENNETT & ASSOCIATES.operator R PG- II useful but
not  necessary. Group 
Insurance Specialists
serving West Kentucky andHospitalization, pension,
other benet ts, good OP 
Tennessee Representing
GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS.portunity,for advancement, co. „anew 7273,
send resume with salary
requirements to e. 14. WANT TO BUY 
M.L ivingston & Co., Inc.,
ox 1039, Paducah, KY 42001.
C • WAXTED. Apply at
Fern errace Lodge, 1505






experience necessary. M t
have typing and grammer
skills. Send typed resume to
Bga 32 P. Murray, KY 42071. 
NEED MATURE person to
Sit 4 hours, daily, in my






position at The Murray
Led' & Times. Person
hired' win_ be _trained in
pressroom and darkroom




helpful. Company offers good




teresttd should mail or bring
their , resumes to Gene
McCutcheon, The Murray
Ledger & Times, P. O. Box
32, 'Murray, Ky. 42071.
Resumes should inctude past
job and or training ex-
perience, adequate
references and wage ex-
pectations. No phone calls,
please. 
SECOND SHIFT supervisor.




benefils. Mail resume, and
salary requirement to M.
Livingston and Co., PO Box
1039, Paducah, KY 42001. 
9-SITUATIONS WANTED 
MATURE LADY wishes to
do housework. Ca11759-4615.
12. INSURANCE
We Sr. new writing insurance
Oh nholido homes, with 3 dif.
seatasaies. For best
ees.1..swietwet
sarance and teal Estate, 302
N. 121h • 753-3263.
1Kopperud Realty
Goes National
We con help you buy, sell
or trade a home anyplace




REmEM136 Athi 01APrEg WELL 6UE55
ONE TNERE'LLAS TI415 HAPPEN5 IM CliAFTERUO
RU5TIZATEll 6114.4.bia-






























NOW I CAN HEAR WHEN:YOU'RE















A CHERRY ON TO
;,06.11g
















35 mm,-SLR. Call 753,3609
after 4 pm. 
WANT TO BUY goad used
moble homes. _Call 502-577
1367. 
15T-41-12TICLES FOR SALE 
FOR SALE: Used Singer
sewing machines, zigzag, all
regular atiahments, sews
Perfect, fully guaranteed,
full cash price, 539.50. Call
a rtha Hopper. 354 6521. 
POUCE SALE, Club
Alu um, 1, 1I.2, 2, and 3 qt.
cover ucepans, 10 inch
covered killet, 41 2 qt.
covered dutc • ven, choice of




set, Wild Flower, Mead
Indian Summer- April. or.
Blue Heather. Your choice




copper bottom, save 40
percent on 1, 1/2; 2, and 3
quart sauce pans. Double
boilers, 1 1/3 and 2 quart, 41-2
qt. dutch oven, 8 qt. stock
pot, 7,9, and 10 inch skillets.





baby bed, chairs, chest of
drawers, dressers, roll-a-
way bed, vacuum cleaner,
televisions, organ, stero,
corner cabinet Carraway
Furniture, 105 N 3rd. 753-
1502. 
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
FOR SALE Dinette set,
good Condition, for in-
formation call 753-6252. 
FOUR MAPLE Early
American chairs, 560, 474-









rockers, book shelves, stereo
cabinets, oak hall tree,
smokers, lamps, - bunk,
trundle and roll away beds,
maple and pine dining room
furniture, sloppy joe living
room furniture and other
styles, open and glass door
corner cabinets also hutch
and •buffet, deluxe electric
range, wood heaters, bar-
stools, Big savings
throughout store. Carraway
Furniture, 105 N 3rd 753-
1502.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
27 MOB HOME SALES
THREE BEDROOM, mobile
home, all electric, furnished
with a built on porch, 2 out
buildings and garage. Set up
.on 1 acre land on Penny Him/.
Call 489.2248 after 4 pm. 
¶97212 X60 MOBILE HOME,
2 bedroom, gas, unfurnished,
$4500. Call 759 4939
1969 12 X 52 MARIOTT
Mobile home. 2 bedroom, 1I2
bath, furnished, gas heat,
central air, washer and
dryer, under pinned. Nice,
41700.  753,8780. 
211. MOB. HOME RENTS 
TWO BEDROOM trailer. for
rent. Shady Oaks Trailer
Court. 4892533. 
TWO -BEDROOM trailers,..
available December 20. Call
753-0957. 
TWO BEDROOM trailer in
Riveria Cts. Call Bob Morris,
759-4496, if no answer call
beck between 4 and 5 pm 
29. HEATING & COOLING 
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
$17.00 per rick, all kinds, we
do not deliver. Call 753.9564. 
R SALE: Ashty wOod
sto $125, after 6 pm, 753
1203.
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in • Paducah call 1-
,443-6469 In Murray call Tony
Mdfitgomery 753-6760,
20. SPORTS EQUIP. - 
BATAVUS MOPEDS
Christmas special, $399.50,
$25, free excessories. Murray




for sale. Wanted-: --Res
sible party to take over
spinet piano. 'Easy terms.
Can be seen tocally. Write:
Credit Manager, P.O. Box
207, Carlyle, IL 62231. 
21 EXTERMINATING 
24. MISCELLANEOUS
A LITTLE PUDGY over-
weight downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
have not tried behavOr'
modification, A n ap-
proachl•F or information call
759.4536. 
CAR BATT4IES 24 month
guaranteed, 522.88, 36 mOnth
5Na-ranted, 80 amp, $26.99
and 60 month gauranteed,
53.4 99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn. 
COME SEE 'THE Country
Ham Christmas Tree, Gibson
Ham Co. 107 N 3rd Street,
Murray, KY 
CHRISTMAS CLUBS. Full
set irons, 2 9 Sam Smeed
Signature, medium length,





North Court Square, 145,10tc,
Paris, TN. 
SALE SKILL ROUTER, 1/2
hp_Model 548, 529.99. Wallin
Hardware in Parts, TN.
SALE: SKILL SAWS, model
338, 1.5 hp, 7,4 inch blade,
529.99, model 574, 13/4 hp, Pa
inch blade, 534 99, model 559
ball bearing, 1 hp. 71/4 inch




Cutting nea New Concord
Call 437-4228.
SALE AU TOMA WOOD
heater Deluxe cabin brick
lined, cast irOn doors nd
grates. Complete w
blower, $299.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN. 
USED DEO-THERM oil
"furniCe, $50. Call 753.5127. • 
30. BUS. RENTALS 
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after 5 pm. 
22. APTS. FOR RENT
*
1 BEDROOM duplex, par
tially furnished $85 per
month, 753-4331. 
FOR RENT: 1 bedroom
apartment at Southside
Manor apartments, for
elderly persons only, unit is




apartment, couples only, no
pets, $100 per month. Call
after 6 pm. 753-1203. 
NICE SMALL Furnished
'apartment for rent. 1414 Vine
TARPS FOR Sale, 18 X 24.
$1528 C . 
Call 
7x5370 .51m, it .0 0 . 12 X 16ts
3X1 7s3226_:UNSWICK air
hockey table, like new. $125.
Cal




home. X to with stove and
1972, -2 °ROOM,- gas,
completely furnished,
harvest gold appliances, new
dlarge bath,
underpinningras' $4100. Call -
753 4074 or 753 1811._ 
3 R. 1, , H,- furnished.
central heat and air, sharp,
Can 3 r 492
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
THREE BEDROOM, all
electric, partially furnished
house, , 1.5 miles from
Murray. Deposit required.
Ideal for couples 753-9829. 
36. RENT OR LEASE 
FOR RENT COMMEVIAL
space court square; on
southside of court square.
Now occupied by Children's
Corner_ Space available












$5.00 month. Boats, campers,
S20. up. 10 X 22 Sheds, 10
centseq. ft. up. 753-7400. 
38. PETS-SUPPLIES. 
AKC GERMAN SHEPHERD




Toy Poodles. Will hold for
Christmas. 753-0957. 
IGHT YEAR OLD, gelding,
1 hands tall, very gentle.




Dog grooming by aggaMintant
only. Call 759-4140 Monday
through Friday, 9 till 5.
FIVE WEEK old Bassett
Hound puppies $50 for male,
5.40 for females. 489 2770. 
FOR STUD: AKC red,
Doberman Pinscher. Call









St- • - -..7--1914eLttieuter.‘ R-(344111112- titter::
SEMI FURNISHED garden tractor. Tyrn west
APARTMENT, near south of Dealer a6 fellow
aUfniersprnn versity. Phone 753-7618 the signs. 
 1964, 35 PASSENGER
UPSTAIRS APARTMENT
for rent, simi-furniShed, girls
only, 2 blocks from campus.
Call 753-8355 between 8:30
am and 5 pm. 
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR RENT, 2 blocks
from University, with
room, kitchen, washer and
dryer. All utilities included.
145. Cain 436-2411.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, on
old Murray and Paris Road.
Couple. No pets. Deposit.
$130 per month. Call after 6
pm 753-1287.
CHURCH BUS. Mail in your
bids to Walnut Street Baptist
Church, Box 161, Benton, KY
42025, by Dec. 6. We reserve
the right to refuse any or all















Toast your toes by the
fireplace in this 2 bedroom, 2
bath, Mobile home with a 24 x
24 foot built on den. Ideal
location in quite secluded
subdivision close to lake






applications are being accepted for
the position of Calloway County Middle
School principal. The Review Committee is
in the process of screening applications and
scheduling interviews. Any qualified person
interested in making application should do
so immediately. Application forms may be
obtained at the Calloway County Board of
Education office building, 2110 College
Farm road, between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
DUE TO THE NEED TO FINALIZE THE
SCHEDULING OF INTERVIEWS, IT IS IM-
PERATIVE TUT ANY ADDITIONAL AP-
PLICATIONS BE SUBMITTED IM-
MEDIATELY.
BURGER QUEEN
Wants You. If you want to grow, we have
the room you nec.d in management. Stop






• Votunts Bartance and- Tone
s Control*
• Manual Exact
• Stereo Mace, Ctrcuitre
• Lock,ng ,:es!Foretaird and
• Taos Running InChcator
• Eno or Tape IndrCatOr L







2 0 9 9 5
Featuring...AM/FM/MPX/eassette Reco-
rder•Full-Size 3 Speed Changer with
Cue/Pause and System Shut-Off•Faxt For-
ward, Rewind and Pause ContronaFront
Panel Stereophone Jack•automatir level
Controlefttot Cover and Mies I nil Med
Er 
Out the cost of those
high heating bills
Don't hesitate, Insulate
Blown in or Batts
Type I, Class A,
-TVA-approved insulation
.Free Estimates.
Phone 753-8403 or 753-1791
Barry Rose
Insulation Co.
• Raver/Wei Slide-Out Bracket
}2,1001
2--VOlurn• loudnesS Balart•fader Bass and Treble
Contra,.
• manual and Pwenee -Ott Li.,
• Letiong Fast foreverct and
Rowena
• Tape Runnel() Meditator
• Dwnmong Mumonated rape
000I





• StidipOid Bracket i24021
• Tone Contest
• Left flight Volormi Controls
• Ault/ Or It4tiou4OProgram
• /Cuing,
• Program Repeat -
Metall OM'S
NOW $4995
• PM Mend ladles
Sl.de Out Mounttng
VD,V1TW1 Balance and Torte
•• SMiatioCnotountalr:Els.CIP':. Ct•ctom,
• t 0Cpw.ndlOng Fast Forward and
• Tape Running Indicator
• End or Tape Indicator Lrght
• Stereo Mono and LOC DX
Sentenes









• P:rt F..oTeeeRerre‘F 




• tto,.•rsftle Stele•Out Bracket Ilse,
• Voitone loudness Balance, Fade'
85016 Nod Trot*. Contr.:0g
• 5ot° o. •••.loo.II PtairtrnenOnt-st
• Prow:nit, Hottleat
• tionts..4 /Out Cow, Ott
• 1 OchootO to•twool
• flonrnott Immo






• Votono Balance a.cl Tare (
• A11If1 , 164,•,,,a1 Protean, Change
• Program Peon,
• Fast Forward
• Stereo Mato. Coeurtry







'We are the only Craig authorized
ment in this area"
"We Service Only _What We Sell"
"World of Sound"
Alp
nis ed. Call I,.54 Itefint.
MODEL $21113
•Lr=1,5
• 11-11wWwi Proem FtliMant Reda*
• Pasersoirs Oraclosi 124011
• Volume toodoeft &dame fader
Bass and Trebte Contras
• Auto 0, Minute, PrOttran, Chitntat
• Program Iftftoot
• Manua., and Pderer-011 Eject
• Locktng Fast Foevrerd
• StotO0 Mona and LOC DX S.ITCTIM1
• al 1Pnto.e, Lock lapel
• Chat •rn-Dder
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SPOTLESSLY CLEA-









SMART START - If you're
starting out or slowing down,
you'll enjoy the convenience
and economy of this 2
bedroom cottage.. located
near downtown shop-
ping...lots of trees and
shrubs for private ef.
fed...yes, yours....for under
$20,000. First time on the
market. LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 753,1492.
TIME FOR A COM-
MERCIAL. Located at the
corner of 3rd and Main
Streets and known as the
Wallis Grocery Building, this
IS an excellent location for
any retail business. Priced
realistically at,only S22,500.








THE OUTCOME 15°. IN.
COME Extra nice duplex
apartment, Each side has 2
bedrooms, living room,
kitchen and bath. Modern
kitchens have all - built-in
appliances. Located just
outside the city limits, so--you--
only pay county taxes. A
.beau,titpi way to be practical.
Priced at 141,500. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for all your Real Estate
needs. 
Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"
NEAT - SWEET -
COMPLETE . .
Everything young











Jonathan Creek and Aurora.
Tourist area with businesses.
Ideal for music or theatre
group. Good acoustice.
NELSON SH.ROAT CO.,
Uncle Jeff'e Center. 759-1707
BRAND NEW CABIN
Living room with beamed
ceiling, kitchen with stove
and refrigerator, breakfast
bar, 2 bedroorns;-bath, in-
sulated and furnished for
only $9,900. Call before its too
late, NELSON SHROAT CO.,
Uncle Jeff's Center. 759.1707
The Dep _ ent of Fish antl - Wildlife




in "AS:IS" condition, for sálçby sealed
bid. Inspect and get bid form at1h above
address, or call Frank Dibble, phon
3040.
Bids will be opened at 2:00 p.m.
December 18, 1978, in the Diiiision of Per-
sonal Property, 110 Capitol, Anaex,
..:F..r.a,aIrakst...X.aatvski..E•ue -





Liege hying room, three
bedroom, kitchen and both
Could be 2 opts. lot $4 z 107
Make an offer.
Also hove buyer for a
$30,000 home. Coll 753
9954 or 753 3460.
ANY OFFE.R will be con
sidered on this 2 bedroom,
white frame house. Located
in tpwn on nice street. Call
753.9924 after 3:30 pm. 
FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
Bring your tool box and your
imagination and take a look
at this 2 bedroom home
located on 1 acre lot with tail
pine trees. Small but
economical with energy
saving heat - Perfect for








Ph 901 i479-2986 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn.
UNUSUAL BUT true, a two
bedroom house at 412 N 5th
for only $9950. Good lot and
good location. Could be two
rent 1 units. Call C.O. Bon-






bath, brick located, near
downtown area. Ideal for
professional off ice- or
apartments. Zoned business.
Let us show you how your
money can work for you.
Jil_ORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 753.102.
We consider it a privikrge to
be able to offer this 3
bedroom, brick,- one both,
large living room home
located on Ryan for sole to
our buying public. Call 763.





Saturday, December 9, 10:00 A.M.
Commercial---REAL ESTATE--Investment
Excellent business opportunity ideally located on Highway 94
midway between Murray and Kenlake.
Nearly new commercial building and a log cabin on 16 acre corner lot with ap-
proximately 400 ft road frontage Cedar-sided commercial building with concrete floor.
has 2 large bays with 12' overhead doors, 2 baths, stockroom arid office area The
buTtding has electric heat and water is supplied from a deep well Gas pumps and tanks
are included
An 18'x20' modern log cabin With fireplace and concrete floors is adiaceal to main
building and would be ideal for managers quarters
The quality Construction and convenient location provides an excellent opportunity
for many types of retail or service businesses.
OWNER: Alfred Duncan
TERMS: Contact selling agents for financial arrangements.





TERRY CLYMER REAL ESTATE .





✓ toes by the
this 2 bedroom. 2
*home with a 24 x
ill on den. Ideal
quite secluded























































"BEFORE I START, LET ME SEE




IT'S A LITTLE BIT of
country.. .5 acres fenced for
horses...barn...3 bedroom




"T"...When would you like to
see it? LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492.
Building lots offered:




n, 1200 x 160' x 157' x
92', 82,500.00.
YOUR SOMEDAY HOME
can be yours today with this
choice listing in Canterbury
Estates. Outstanding four
bedroom home with . den,.
master bedroom with ad-
joining private dressing
room and walk-in closet. You
are sure to reach the goal of
pleasant, comfortable living
with this lovely French
Provincial home. Priced in
the 560's. We at KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 are
working hard to provide the





With The Friendly Touch'
-
B.V. 'DUPLEX - Each
side has bedrm.,
living rm., kitchen &
bath - Central gas heat







Sub. Mid 40's. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
1/4 ACRE LOT near Kentucky
Lake. Call Chuck Thurman,
759-1677,-Chilton & Hance
Realty.
LOTS FOR 6ALE: Complete
with septic system. Water,
electric and driveway for
mobile home or house. Near
"-Kentucky Lake, $42.50 per
month with $1,000 down. Call
502 474-2718.
45. FARMS FOR SALE
17 ACRES of beautifully
wooded land near Kentucky,
Lake. Less then $900 per
acre. DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR 753-4342.
78 ACRE FARM for sale 5
miles from Kentucky Lake.
Call weekdays after 6:30 pm.
Any time on Saturday or
Sunday. 753-7244. 
46. HOMES FOR SALE
43. REAL ESTATE
BUY DIRECT from builder
and save. Near completion, 2
new 3 bedroom brick homes,
located in Kirksey, within
walking distance of post
office, country stores, and 3
churches. Each has 3.4 acre
lot, central heat and air,
thermal windows and doors,
and well insulated walls and
ceilings. Living room,
bedrooms, and hall are
carpeted. Kitchen,
washroom, and both full
baths have vinyl floors.
Kitchen has plenty of
cabinets, eating counter and
built in appliances. Also
includes attached garage,
patio and large covered front
porch. Homes contain 1456
and 1560 sq-ft and are priced-
to sell. Call after 5 pm. 489-
2387.
FOR AL.g --by owner: 3
bedroom,- 2 bath, formal
living and dining area, den
With fire place, -large utility
room, double garage with
storage area, storage
building and garden spot,
double _lot with 200 ft. fron-
tage. Call for appointment,
759 1086.
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 6.9
acres, 2 bedroom frame
_16/3(1.sq. f t. \LE_R,X_ELARE.19.56 CbsproAt._ _
we --berth- aiteh-k-eitefrireerelft.TO
• buildings. Located 3 miles original. Call 753-7365. . 
SW of Murray on Old Murray
Paris Road. Call 753-1964
days, or 753.3245 nights 
W. USED CARS
1972 ELCAM.1 NO 400, full
power and air, reasonable.
Cali 354.6514. 





tires and battery. Call 753-
4746.
1970 FORD, good condition,
$600. Call 753.5749.
1973 HONDA, automatic,
81200 or best offer.'Call 753-
6531 or 759-1155.
1973 MONTE CARLO,
Landau, AM-FM radio, air,
swivel bucket seats, good
condition, tires like new.
$1600. Call 753-8217.
1930 MODEL A Ford,
(coupe), 327 engine, chrome
headers, turbol 'automatic,
tilt wheel, button tuft in-
terior, keystone wheels, new
radials, all metal, excellent




Looks & drives brand new
low miles, loaded with -
fres. comfort supreme. still






has new tires. Asking $450.
catt.7.5511 613. 
_ .•
1974 SUPER BEETLE, rei3.
Call 753-9490 after 5 pm.
BABYSITTING IN my nome.
Call Linda, 474-2320 from 2-7.
GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
storm windows and doors
repaired. Complete line of
glass and aluminum store
front work. Also small home
inprovement jobs. M & G
Complete Glass, 816 Cold
water Rd. 753 0180.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save - on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Cali Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic insulation and foam-in-

















--"and gas installation, will do




call Ernest White, 753-0605.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service, Call George
Landolt, 753.8)70
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 3




windows, brick and wood
Approximately 16 acres, 8
miles north of Murray Nice
quiet area. Widow leaving
state. Call 753.2810.
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 3
BR, 2 bath, large family
room, split level entry,
Carpet throughout, well
insulated with Andersen
windows, brick and wood.
Approximately 16 acres, 8
miles north of Murray Nice,
quiet area. Widow leaving
state. Call 753-2810.
1504 HERMI,TAGE PL. by
owner: 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
dully equipped kitchen,
breakfast room extra large
family ropm with wood
burning fireplace, formal local Starcraft dealer.
..linzad_parts and ,
iDa atinCSIGaid-Cak fi0OCSantra"465°r 
Non, taxiC a.
staircase, wirOaperin ""ezt 
S3.99rper oaf:
every room, 2 heat pumps, 2
car garage and wood shed.







HOUSE FOR SALE. 5 BR, 18'1wi.f.-ETMayfield, V. 241-
brick veneer house, 2200 sq. 
8 
ft. excellent lccation, 704
Olive, newr health center,
public library, middle
school, S42,750 Basement,
1/2 baths, central gas heat,
dishwasher, garbage
disposal, air :onditioned,
breakfast nook, fireplace in
livIng room, large- family
room. 52 gallon glass lined
electric hot water heater,
front patio, lo' 60 x 159. CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
Would consider a 3 way caps installed, minor repair.
trade, have a buyer for. a 3 References furnished. Call
BR house. sham) 'by ap- the Chimney experts. Magic
pointment only. John Pasco, 4H8a71 Chimney Sweeps. 759
753-5791 or 7534649. 8,
1974 WHITE GRAND Prix
Pontiac, all power Also a
1972 Datsun. Call 437-4544.
50. USED TRUCKS
1977 CUSTOMIZED DODGE
Van, carpet throughout with
cruise control, bed, ice box,
AM.FM, 8 track speakers,
front and back, 30,000 miles.
Call 753-1336 or 767.6695.
1972 CHEVY Pick-up. 55,000
actual miles. Call after 4:30
pm, 753-3662. 
1964 FORD PICK-UP, $450.
Call 753-8056.
FOR SALE: 1976 Ford
Customized Van, nice, $6100,
after 6 pm, 753.1203.
1967 FORD PICK-UP. 8
cylinder. Straight shift, with




come out and take a look
White's Camper Sales, your
Located 4 miles from Murray
on 94 East. Call 753-0605. 
53. SERVICES 00FERED
BYARS BROTHERS '& Son-
General home remOdeiing,
framing, aluminum siding,




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
REDUCED ANOTHER
$1000 2 bedroom, white
frame house in good location.
All appliances and draperies
go with house. Call 753.9924
after 3:30 pm.  
47. MOTORCYCLES 
1972 SL 350 HON-DA. Has new




1975 AMC HORNET. Air,
power steerng, power
brakes, snow fret good gas
CARPENTER WORK, small
or large iobs. Call 437 4560
and if no answer, 437-4670.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We.-
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753 9490 or. Bob Kemp, 435-
4343.
DOES YOUR SEWING
machine need service. If so,
call 354-6521.
EXPERIENCED CAR.
mileage. 753-2810  PENTER will do carpentry
1967 CAMARO RALLY or roofing. Free estimantes
Sport. One owner, clean car. Call 759-1405 or 431.4351. 
327 automatic. Call (901) 642-
7392.
1974 DODGE DART Sport, 6
cylinder, straidet shift. In
excellent condition: $1250





354n air. lo good.c
6217.
BRAND NEW BRICK house,
energy efficent heat pump,
super insulated walls, ceiling
and floors. Living room,
kitchen, 2 full teramic tile
bath with tubs and showers.
Utility _Nom, 3 bedrooms,
family morn and covered
porch. Possiblity of extra /'
income rental room within 2
blocks of main University
campus. Wall to wall carpets
by Enix, 82 gal glass lined
quick recovery hot water
heater, garbage desposal,
custom built, hand crafted
cabinets and counters in
kitchen and utility, marble
top vanities, storm windows,
chandeliert, 16' wide con-
crete driveway. Priced to
sell at $70,000. John 0. Pasco,
753-5791 or 753-2649.
BY OWNER, nice? bedroom,
large living room, dining
area, kitchen, bath, garage-
storage. Call 753-2770. -
FOR SALE 2 bedrOOm wirtilte
Neat Road On 171 outh
...husdroatalataivs.....1110 acre_
$31,900 Phone 753 54213„
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753,2310 for






753.7310 for free estimates
NORNBUCK,AL,ainEBut sAtR,11,ER SHOP,09
  Closed All Day Wed
NMEoWn riOaF.:14C-E "7711:S30- N o oh Saturday 7:30 5:00
1111C1 NM Cut %,00spiTA, 
5505050 
c ts,immin3' 47:Cf SNAVIE S1.25
eared and reeds up to 12 w 24. Alsojaarn style offices, reneges,
how and patios, or U-11011.0, precut completely reedy
0 ••••,0,100 ue,r, 24 60 Be the besOot le
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLOPLIWICS
53. SERVICE S OFFERED
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now- all oak- S25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536. 
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 7513682 or 753-
after 6 pm. 
ROOF ING, excrilent
references. Call 753 1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask. for Shelley.
WILL DO REPAIRS amount
the house, carpentrey,
painting, concrete and
plumbing. Also hogs and
wood for sale. Call 759-1531.
53. SERV10ESOFFERED
SMALL DOZER-Spreading,




Call 436.2294 after 5 pm.
57. WANTED
100 ACRE ROW crop farm,
within 15 miles of Murripe.







Friday Afternoon, 2 P.M.
Dec. 8
at the old Garland Home, 3 miles east of Murray,
KY on Hwy. 94. -
Will sell a large collection a antiques, glass,
china and collector items„eoilected over a period of
-yeari: oak beds, f4pef irqn beds, dressers, finc
burl walnut bulls (Ye dresser with marbk top, small
tables, corner what nots, stage coach trunk,
mirror, old garter display case, Norman Rockwell
,prings, drug store scales, meat block, wedge shoe
case, Ginger bread 8 day mantel clock, UAW
shaving mug, brass, copper, stone, cast iron items,
buttermilk pitcher, churn, wicker baskets, han-
dwove cover lid, pie safe, glass, china, primitive
tool collection, Trinkets, cameo jewelry, and
trinkets. For information call:
Otto Chesters
Auction Service
435-4128, Lynn Grove, Ky.
Farm Equipment Auction
Cal. Doug Cook iCol. Jim Breeden, Sales Mgr., 901-479-2402
901-297-2181Komi al hew lied fifid tst Lru .6 5. wit 1615511 row imam
-
Route 1, Highway 89 N. Palmersville, Tenn. -Quit Fanning and Gone To Public
Work"
Saturday, December 9, 10 A.M.
Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Turbeville, Owners - 882-3445
8600 Ford diesel tractor w/1450 hrs., dual wheels roll bar-dual hyd. outlets-live
PTO & lock rear end, John Deere 7' front blade w/belly harness.
1650 Oliver diesel tractor w/3200 hrs. - live PTO -"3 pt. hjh, 16-9x34 tires, wide
ftturteteti.- 
F. Gleaner combine no. 3729 w/cab - 13' grain header - hyd. Robott & bin ex-
tensions, (new motor in November 1978. Gleaner no. 435-4 row 36" corn header no.'
557835.
D-4 Caterpiller dozer w/hyd. lift blade & tilt angle, no. SN-40A1572, 1949-180 In-,
ternational 2T 10 wheel truck w/all steel metal rack w/ramp.
1971 Chevrolet C-50 2 ton truck w/350 v/8 engine, 900 x 20 tires & 16'park hurst grain
bed w/HD. htd. hoist.
975' Ford F100 4 wheel dr. truck w/68,000 miles-3600 eng. power steering, pick up
utility storage & tool box.
12' Burch tandem disc, Burch 4 row cultivator w/spring shanks, John Deere 12'
cultirnulcher, 4 rolling cultivator fenders (new), 3 hyd. rams and hoses complete,
10 Ford weights and brackets, 6 Ford and Oliver wheel weights, Allis Chalmers 6x
16" semi-mount plow, -John Deere 494-A 4 row planter w/booms and pump, bush
hog 11 shank 3 pt. cheisel plow w/gauge wheels, Burch 18' hyd. fold up disc
w/scolop blades, Frod 4 x 16 welded beam plow, 1972 CL Honda 100 motor cycle, 4
Ford pu wheels w/mud & snow tires, 250 gal. skid tank, 150' tow cable, Case 10'
combine reel, Eaton 2T Chevy rear end, 100 gal. mobile fuel tank, 2 wheel trailer
w/metal bed, 8 ton hyd. jack, 560 gal. fuel tank,'"4 gal. Lasso chemical, trailer
sprayer (no tank). 2 cases aatrer, 3 hand post hole diggers, 4 electrieMotors, 3.
hand grease guns, 6 hp. roto spader tiller, 3 hp push mower.
Many items too numerous to mention
TERMS: Cash or good personalized checks whetter oficredit & proper ID. SALE:
---5-MtIttOrgation
901-479-2986
So. Fulton, TNCal_ Ruben Maley, Auctioneer & Realtor
Irr BOYD-MAJORS
REALTORSw„EYADLEMSATAOTRE ,_!1
753 8080  JL Ida
Serving The Purchase Area N---1
153-8080 Mayfield
Let Us Show You Our New Listings Today
Do Business Where Business Is Being Done
IRST TIME OF
You'll find charm & conveniegiAtiotialtoom brick home. 2 baths, largeclosets, 2 car carpo Pf511.61 6u'll like the HOUSE, the YARD,the LOCATION & the .. Worth your time to investigate.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
You'll have no delay in putting your family l'n this Comfortable 3 or 4 bedroom
home located on a large lot in excellent neighborhood. Home has 11: baths, all
appliances, lar e closets & many other extras. PRICED TO SELL! NOW!g
oVd-liajors Real Estate .
-The Professipnal Services With the Friendly Touch'





Services for Mrs. Sarah
Elizabeth Marlow were held
Monday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn., with
Gary Collier and Curtis Ross
officiating.
Burial was in the Foundry.;
Hill Reorganised Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints Cemetery. She was a
member of the Foundry Hill
RLDS congregation.
Mrs. Marlow, 77, a resident
of Puryear, +Fenn., died
Saturday at 1120 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Born Jan. 17, 1901, in
Henry County, Tenn., she was
the daughter of the late
Charles E. and Nancy Berkley
Bennett. She was married
July 27, 1924, ba Marvin E.
-Marlow who diedDee. 18, 1975.
- Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Dorothy
Albritton, Christmas, Fla.,
and Mrs. Irene Tedder,
Titusville, Fla.; one son,
Charles Marlow, Paris,
Term.; one sister, Miss Cecil
Bennett, Puryear, Tenn.; two
brothers, Alex Bennett,
Whitlock, Tenn., and Alvis






Thomas Perry Valentine of
204 Peachtzee Street, Paris,
Tenn., were held Monday at 2
p.m. at the LeDom Chapel,
Ridgeway tdorticillits. Parts,
Tenn., with the Ric Carroll
Owen cat:Wa(. Serial was
in Hillcrest Cemetery.
Mr. Valentine, 75, died
Sunday at 2:25 p.m. at .the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. He was
a retired farmer, a member of
the Prinmitive Baptist
Church, and for several years
operated a grocery store at
the intersection of U. S. High-
way 641 and the Whitlock
Road.
Born June 9, 1903, he was the
son of the late Noah Lee
Valentine and Wattle Lithe
Brisendme Valentine. He was
married Oct. 31, 1934, to the
former Elsa Ray Hinckley,
who survives,
Also surviving are two sons,
Perry and Billy Valentine,
Paris, Tenn.; three sisters,




and Mrs. Jerald (Mildred)
Weatherford, Rives, Tenn.;
three brothers, Robert, Paris,
Tenn., and Pete and Ralph,
Puryear, Tenn.; one grand-
child, three step grand-
children, one stepgreat
grandchild.
Dies At Age Of 52 Clifford Houser
At Michigan Home Dies At Hospital
With Rites MondayWord has been received of
the death of Marvin L Terry,
52, who died Nov. 24 at his
home in Litchfield, Mich.
Mr. Terry was born June 21,
111111,-biaCaBoatale-evoterlikRU
was the son of Mrs. Gracie
Phelps Terry and the late Tom
Terry.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Joan Steinhebel Terry,
and one stepdaughter, Mrs.
Larry Karen) Border, Lit-
chfield, Mich.; one 'step son,
Keith Coomb, Jackson, Mich.;
his mother, Mrs. Grade
Terry. Taylor, Mich.; one
sister, Mrs. Radford
(Ntarelle) Wells, Allen Park,
Mich.: two brothers, James
Marlin Terry, Taylor, Mich.,
and Donald Dean Terry,
Jackson, Mich.; four step
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
Nov. 27 at the Patience-
Montgomery Funeral Home,
Jackson, Mich., with bur* in
fh_e-RosoUtiiMS-rdeWs-- third;
Clifford Houser died
Saturday at 5 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hcsiital. He was 64 years of
tifte- /*Ps" reStfltiflrit tlentaii
Route 3.
The deceased is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Houser
of Benton who survive.
Mr. Houser is also survived
by four daughters, Mrs. Verna
Smith, Mrs. Verline Lassiter,
and Mrs. Kathy .Jones, all of
Benton, and Mrs. Aletta,
Hargis, Dexter; two sisters,
Mrs_ Clinton Henson, Benton,
and Mrs. Denzil Parrish,
Warren, Mich.; one brother,
Olin Houser, Benton; 14
grandchildren; one great
grandchild.
The funeral was held
Monday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Collier Funeral Home.
Benton, with the Rev. T. Y.
Srnithmier and the Rev. Mike
Gallon officiating. Burial was
Rites Held Monday Mrs. Wadkins Dies
At Hospital; Rites
Here On Thursday
Mrs. Robbie Enoch Wadkins
of Highland Park, _Mich., died
in a hospital there. She was 69
years of age and the wife of
Elmer Wadkins who died in
1957.
The deceased was born in
1N11 awil wits the daughter of
the laii•tif. and Mrs. Noah
Enoch.
Mrs. Wadkins is survived by
one sister, Mrs. Roue Cooper,
St. Louis, Mo.; three nieces,
Mrs. Doyle (Jane Ann)
Pierce, Murray Route 2, Mrs.
Katherine Autenrieth, St.
Louis, Mo., and Mrs. Sylverne
Merrell, Paducah; two half
nieces, Mrs. Clara Tucker,
Murray Route 8, and Mrs.
Donald (Jo Nell) Mohler,
Owensboro; two uncles,
Ernest Waters, Murray, and
Jim Waters, Murray Route 7;
one aunt, Mrs. Brown
Howard, Murray Route 7.
The funeral has been
scheduled for Thursday at 11
a.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Fred French of the
Kirksey United Methodist
Church officiating. Mrs.
Oneida White will be organist
and soloist. Burial will follow
in the Kirksey Cemetery:
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
Wednesday.
Services Monday
For J. L Carson
The services for James
Loyd Carson of Kirksey Route
1 were held Monday at 1 p.m.
at the chapel of Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with rm. nue r
ficiating and Mr. and Mrs. W.
A. Erwin and Mrs. Gels
Eglwards providing the music
and song service.
Pallbeariers were Ronald
Hargis, Richard and Allen
Stone, Kenneth and Larry
Carson, and Ralph Darnell.
Burial was in the Mt. Carmel
Cemetery.
Mr. Carson, 70, died
Saturday at the Marshall
County Hospital, Benton.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Ola Carson, mother,
Mrs. Altie Carson, three
daughters, Mrs. James'
Hargis, Mrs. Buddy Windsor,
and Mrs. Charles Black, two
sons, Daymond and Charles
Carson, three sisters, three
brothers, 15 grandchildren,
grerniettidrem-
James W. Knight Dies At Hospital
The funeral for James 14
Knight was held Saturday al
the Hazel Baptist Church with
the Rev. John Segree of Big
Sandy, Tenn., and6the Re\
Paul Veazey of Paris, Tenn .
officiating. Burial was in the
Hazel Cemetery with the
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
James Knight
in charge of the
arrangements.
Mr. Knight, 57, died
unexpectedly following a
heart attack Thursday at 11:30
a.m. at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Term. Born June 8, 1921, in
Trigg County, he was the son
of Mrs. Mary Yarbrough
Knight, who survives, and the
late Bracie Knight, Sr.
He was married July 28,
1951, in Germany to the for-
mer Waltraud (Trudy) Hock,
who survives, along with his
mother of 'Benton; one
daughter, Miss Barbara
Knight, Big Sandy, Term.; one
son, James Knight, Jr., East
Cape, Ill.; two sisters, Mrs.
Bertha Gordon, Benton, and
Mrs. Mabel Wilcox, Clear-
Funeral On Monday.
Final rites for Gus C. Haley
of Alm° Route 1 were held
Monday at 1 p.m. at the chapel
of the Linn Funeral Home,
Benton, with the Rev. Steve
Shapard, the Rev. Bob
Warren, and the Rev. David
Haley officiating. The Warren
Quartet provided the Music
and burial was in the Stewart
Cemetery.
Mr. Haley, 73, died Saturday
at 5:35 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Ruby Griffin Haley, one
daughter, Miss Mary Nell
Haley, one son, JirrunffitileY,
one sister, Mrs. Lula Bell
White, two brothers, George
and Ben Haley, and three
grandchildren, Sherry,
Mieltattitild-BrotHalfr -
water, Fla.; two brothers, Ed
Knight, Hazel, and Bracie
Knight, Jr., Murray; one
grandson, Jamey Knight.
▪ The deceased was a veteran
of World War II, serving with
the Army in the Pacific and in
the Air Force in Germany
during the Korean War. He
was a member of the
American Legion and also
served as their state
representative for Education
for athe TUD; was a 32nd
degree Mason, a member of
the Scottish Rite Lodge, First
Baptist Church, Big Siindy,
Term., and a member of NEA
and TEA.
Mr. Knight worked for eight
years at the Atomic Plant,
Paducah, after his service in
the Armed Forces. He
received his B.S. and Master's
degrees from Murray State
University, and started his
teaching profession in 1967 in
the Paducah City School
System. He was a school
superintendent in Illinois for
seven years. and a teacher
and former principal of Big
Sandy High School.
The former Murray man
also supervised and taught
adult education for South
Illinois University, Car-
bondale, Ill., and for the
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The final rites for Hobert
Preston (Preb) Adams are
being held today at 1 p.m. at
the Coldwater Baptist Church,
where he was a member, with
the Rev. Larry' Salmon and
the Rev. Otis Shultz of-
ficiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Brooks To Speak At Murray State;
Library Will Host Reception
Cleanth Brooks, a Murray
native who is now a professor
emeritus of English at Yale
Cleanth Brooks
University, will deliver a
public lecture at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 6, in the
Ministerial Group To
Hold Meet Wednesdq___ __—
The Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial
Association will meet Wed-
nesday, Dec. 6, at 9:30 a.m. at
St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Dr. Chip Paddock of the
Political Science Department,
Murray State University, will
speak on "Venereal
Diseases."
New officers will be elected
and special presentations will




The Woodmen of the World
Family Night will be held
Thursday, Dec. 7, at 6:30 p.m.
at the Woodmen of the World
Building. All members and
their families are invited to
attend.
All food will be furnished
Student Center auditorium at
Murray State University.
Entitled "The Importance
of Place in Southern
Literature: Faulkner,
Warren, and Welty," the
lecture is one of the activities
scheduled for Brooks in
Murray during .a visit sup-
ported by a grant from the
Kentucky Humanities Council
to David Earnest, assistant
professor of English at
Murray State.
Brooks will also be the guest
of honor at a reception at the
Calloway County Public





Art DeWeese of Grand
Rivers, a voice and music
education major at Murray
State University, will present
his senior voice recital on the
campus Monday, Dec. 11.
Scheduled at 8:15 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program will include
selections for the baritone
voice by Elgar, Hahn, Mozart,
and Williams.
DeWeese, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jay L DeWeese Jr., is a





Singers. He is also the
organist at Grand Rivers
Baptist Church.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 41.M. 355.2,
Scott and Jim tS.carbrom,bwand entertainment -will
EitriOn RICIfitRi Mires, PRIVIMI M Fieby the angerettil. Vitv-ciitin-M711,
and Terry and Wayne Adams.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Adams, 59, died Sunday
at 6:10 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Emma Lou Enoch
,Adams, Mayfield Route 7,
Coldwater; mother, Mrs.
Effie Adarhs, Murray; two
daughters, Mrs. Stella Hall,
Charlestown, Ind., and Miss
,Eve Adams, MutraY; two
sisters, Mrs. Noel Robertson






The 1979 officers will be
installed, and Santa Claus will
arrive to greet all of the
children.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 355.1,
up 0.6. ,
Below dam 320.4, up 11.5.








Prudential has special life
insurance plans designed
for you. You can get
higher amounts of
permanent life inSur,ance
protection right from the
beginning, with lower
premiums in re early
years while you are
getting started in your
career You can choose





talk to someone from
the Rock. T lk to:
George Landolt
The Hartland Bldg.




The Prudential Insurance Company
of Amence





Visa & Master Charge
0 \--t•I‘S






Open Til 8:00 p.m.
Mon. Wu Friday
A new book by a local pastor
will be released soon from
Saih Publishing Company of
St. Louis, Mo. Dr. Jerrell
White. pastor of Memorial
Baptist Church is the author of
First Century Palestine: the
Land, People, Places and
Events of the New Testament
World.
The new book will be
available for distribution after
Dec. 12. The soft cover edition'
will sell for $3.50 and may be
ardered from Memorial
Baptist Church, 906 Main
Street, Murray, KY. 42071.
-- The public is -invited to a.
book dedication ceremony and
autograph session at
Memorial 'Church, on Sunday,
Dec, 17, from 2 to 3:30 p.m.
Books preordered may be
picked up at that tire.
Anyone interested may
acquire books at the
dedication and autograph
session or during regular
office hours the following
week at Memorial Church at
the corner of Main and Tenth.
Prayer Programs
Planned, Churches
"Tell It Out With Gladness"
is the theme of the programs
for the Week of Prayer for
- Foreign Missions being ob-
served this week, Dec. 3 to 10,
by the various Baptist
churches in Murray and
Calloway County.
These programs are held
each year the first week in
December to study the foreign
missions programs of the
Southern Baptist convention
In preparation for the Lottie
Moon Christmas offering with
a goal of $40,000,000 set for this
year.
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a a
_program-5_4611a iocal..
spokesman said.
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